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The Royal Australian Naval College forms the major part of HMAS Creswell, a shore 
establishment of the Royal Australian Navy located at Jervis Bay. The College is under the 
command of the Commanding Officer, HMAS Creswell. 

CHARTER OF THE 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

The aim of the Royal Australian Naval College is to train young men and women for service 
to their country as officers in the Royal Australian Navy. The training provides a sound and 
well-balanced education in academic and naval subjects conducted within a naval environment 
and demands professional excellence and stimulates personal endeavour. Training is designed 
to develop concurrently the qualities of leadership, loyalty, integrity, responsibility and initiative, 
and forms the basis of the continuing officer development process throughout careers. 

ASSOCIATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

In July 1967 the University of New South Wale and the Department of the Navy agreed to 
the association of the Royal Australian Naval College with the University of New South Wales 
for the purpose of conducting approved University courses at RAN College. 

The terms of the association, which is administered under the guidance of a Joint Advisory 
Committee, provide that the courses to be presented at RAN College may include first year 
mathematic, first year chemistry, first year physics, first year history, first year oceanography 
and first year engineering. Approval of additional courses may be granted by the university 
from time to time as occasion demands. 

The standard of material facilities at RAN College was raised to meet the requirements of 
university teaching and members of RAN College staff are accredited as university teachers. 

Students who are successful in first year courses at RAN College are sponsored by the Navy 
to c9mplete further courses to the level of a bachelor degree at the University of New South 
Wales. 

Postal Address: Royal Australian Naval College, Jervi s Bay 2540 
Telegraphic Address: NAVYJERVIS SYDNEY 
Telephone: Jervis Bay (STD 044) 42 1001 



THE EDITORS 

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER 
J. S. MATHIAS, BSc, RAN 

John Stuart Mathias was born in 1945 at 
Williamstown, Victoria, and was educated at 
the local schools before attending Melbourne 
University and Melbourne Teachers' College. 

After four years teaching in remote rural 
schools he took his newly acquired wife to 
Canada where he studied at the University of 
Alberta in Edmonton. Returning to Australia 
three and a half years later, having spent six 
months touring Europe, he taught for a year 
at the Experimental Technical School at 
Williamstown. He then went back to the 
country to teach Geology, Physics and 
Technician Science at the Wangaratta Senior 
Technical College for four years. 

In 1975, an RAN recruiting brochure found 
its way onto his desk and idle curiosity did the 
rest-in January 1976, he joined HMAS 
Cerberus as a Direct Entry Instructor Officer. 
Following six months training, involving a four 
week training cruise in HMAS Vampire, 
Lieutenant Com;nander Mathias was posted 
to HMAS Cerberus to teach electronics for 
three and a half years. Whilst at HMAS 
Cerberus he represented the RAN in sailing 
and skiing. 
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In January 1979, he joined HMAS Nirimba 
as an electronics instructor but before the end 
of the year, was posted to HMAS Creswell as 
the oceanography instructor. 

During his stay at HMAS Creswell, 
Lieutenant Commander Mathias has studied 
for his Master of Science Degree, a task he 
completed in 1984. He is still married to Mary 
and the proud father of nine year old twins, 
Katy and Drew. 

LIEUTENANT S. B. S. PRINGLE, 
BA, DipEd, RAN 

Among his many duties, Lieutenant Pringle 
has the privilege of editing the College's two 
prestigious publications, this very magazine 
and the weekly news, views and gossip 
paper-the 'Creswell Crier' which provides a 
valuable information service to the civilian and 
naval community in the vicinity of Jervis Bay 
and as far afield as Hyams Beach. He also 
conducts the inter-divisional debating 
competition, being instrumental in the award 
of the much sought after 'Golden Jaws' 



trophy. As well as these cultural activities and 
being Treasurer of the Midshipmen's 
Amenities Fund, he manages to find time to 
lecture in Modern European, Chinese and 
Japanese History. He is keenly interested in all 
aspects of international affairs, especially 
issues relating to Australian Defence policy 
and strategy, Asian politics and history and 
the crucial problems of structural adjustment 
within the Australian economy. 

Graduating BA DipEd in May 1981, with 
major sequences in Economics, Australian and 
Australian Economic History, and Chinese 
History, Lieutenant Pringle is currently 
studying towards a Master of Arts Degree in 
Politics. At present, he is examining aspects of 
Australian Foreign Policy, particularly trade 
relations with the high growth region bounded 
by the ASEAN states whose prosperity and 
stability are so closely intertwined with our 
own. 

While at University, Lieutenant Pringle was 
active in many aspects of campus life being 
elected to the University Council, Union 
Board and Students' Council, where he has 
gained valuable experience and insight into the 
type of problems which can confront 
Midshipmen and management alike. 

Upon completing his Undergraduate 
Degree, Lieutenant Pringle joined the Training 
Research Department of the Bank of New 
South Wales for a period of twelve months. 
He joined the College in June 1982, following 
a short but enjoyable period aboard HMAS 
Jervis Bay. Lieutenant Pringle comes from 
Chatswood West in Sydney. Tennis is his major 
sporting activity, playing in the metropolitan 
'Badge' and Jervis Bay competitions. He also 
enjoys a good game of squash, golf or cricket. 
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THE JERVIS BAY 

This is the plain imperious story 
Of an old ship that plied her trade 
Obscure, and came la Hell Mouth unafraid, 
And fought, and perished in a burning glory. 

The fifth day of November, Fifty North and Forty West, 
Was edging to its departure, like an undecided guest, 
When under the tented edge of cloud slanted a golden ray 
That tippled the wavetops, and lighted on the convoy as it lay, 
The convoy lay rolling in the steep Atlantic swell 
Like a becalmed Armada. You would scarcely tell 
They had a port or purpose or power or moved at all 
Over the vast ocean. Ships great and small, 
Huge pot-bellied tankers, trim, with yellow funnels aft, 
Class-conscious liners stepping by with cynical smutty craft, 
All shapes and shades of merchant-ship, with multi fariou s freights, 
Their holds laden to the hatches, their decks piled high with crates, 
And the sun on their yellow upperworks gleamed, and on the grey 
Hull and bridge of the escort, H.M.S. Jervis Bay. 

The Jervis Bay was a liner in the proper days of peace 
When ocean roads were wide and free and needed no police. 
Of good but modest station, she had pride but no false airs, 
Not built to win Blue Ribands, or inveigle millionaires. 
With passengers above decks and cargo down below 
And fourteen thousand tons of her, and fourteen knots or so, 
From Sydney home to London Port, by Aden, Suez, Malta, 
She plied her trade and did a job she had no mind to alter. 
Many the dusty afternoon she cleared Port Melbourne pier 
With streamers fluttering down the wind like the maypole of the year, 
And friends on shore grew smaller as the gap began to grow 
And shouted farewells were lost, and the tugs let go, 
And the choicer spirits mused a space, and the thirsty went below. 

The flocks of shops unceasing move
The slow soft huddling helpless sheep; 
The sheepdog has his flock to keep. 

In London in Whitehall sat the Lord of the Admiralty 
Whose solemn office and trust is the dominion of the sea. 
They measured the foe, and the ocean miles, and gaping wants of war, 
They counted their ships, and knew they had need of thousands on thousands more. 
The dockyards hummed with new construction; and straightway into the slip 
After the launching, the keel went down of another fighting ship. 
Week after week they took the water, grey and trim and tough, 
Corvettes, destroyers, trawlers, sloops-and still it was not enough. 
So many a ship of peaceful purpose was called to the tasks of war, 
Was manned and armed and made anew for work unguessed before, 
Came quietly into the dockyard and, converted, slipped away, 
Yacht, trawler, ferry, liner, tramp. So came the Jervis Bay. 
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To Messrs lones & lubb she came, on the beating banks of Clyde, 
And there in the dockyard's whelming din the civil liner died. 
Down came the managers and draughtsmen, and the Admiralty Overseer, 
With coats and plans and bowler hats and a brisk to-business air, 
With 'Yes, quite so ... ' and 'What about ... ' and 'Here's what I suggest, 
The guns go here-the drawing's clear-we'll soon decide the rest: 
Down came the dockyard mateys like locusts on the land, 
The welders, fitters, joiners, a shambling happy band, 
The plumbers and the shipwrights the electricians came, 
The riveters, the painters, and the host no man can name. 
They came in caps and oily coats with bags of tools and gear, 
With drills and lamps and files and clamps and newspapers and beer, 
They shuffled up the gangplanks, they lolled along the rails, 
They stewed their tea on the galley stoves, they sat on upturned pails, 
And soon by Queenscliff and ·the Point her lifting bow was seen, 
Her funnels buff, her cabins white, her hull a sober green, 
And officers passed importantly, and flappers looked around them, 
and troubled mothers sought their young and scolded when they found them. 
Here slouched a careless student; here, discreetly prosperous, strolled 
The established man of business, who'd found his land of gold, 
And there the embittered immigrant, who sowed his oats too old. 
Many the steely morning she nosed the Channel fog, 
Three days without a sight of the sun, off Eddystone by the log, 
And the siren moaned its drear despair, and the passengers joked and swore, 
And thought of people in England, and strained for the fabulous shore, 
And a hundred different hopes were kindled, and dreams thought dead awoke, 
And the slowest pulse quickened a beat, and another morning broke. 
But nothing of this for the Jervis Bay; she worked with an eye on the clock, 
With a job to do and a tide to catch to make her berth and dock, . 
Until at last the tugs were fast and laid her along the quay, 
And that was the run, and her duty done to the public and the Company. 
Such was the sober decent life of the S.S. Jervis Bay 
To end at last in the breaker's yard. But War had another way. 

In the fields of the air the eagles battle, 
Over Europe spreads the devouring pestilence, 
I n the ocean steppes the packs are out 
Keen-fanged, stealthy for the stumbling sheep, 
For the leap, for the kill, for the bloodstained fleece 
That shall not come to fold in England. 
But still through the trudging days and seasons 
In the squally night, in the high blue weather, 
Their fleeces heavy with a nation's life, 

They joked and ate and smoked and met, and jostled each his neighbour, 
Almost as though they did not know the dignity of labour. 
They diced and dozed and took their ease, and viewed the job before them, 
And found their way to nooks obscure before the charge hand saw them. 
And yet, by some organic change, she sprouted here a gun 
And there a bridge or rangefinder, till Presto! it was done. 
A dockyard matey working was a sight you rarely saw; 
Yet when they left the Jervis Bay she was a ship of war. 
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Her green and white and buff were blended all to an ocean grey 
And to her country's enemies she'd several things to say. 
She'd six-inch guns on the foredeck, and aft, and in between 
The promenade- and the boat-decks, where the trippers used to lean. 
She'd A.A. guns and other things specifically designed 
To cause the crews of Focke-Wulfes unhappiness of mind. 
She'd never lead a battle-line, or shatter ships of war 
Beyond the remote horizon with triple turret's roar, 
But she and others like her were ships of war, no less 
Than Nelson, Rodney, Warspite-White Ensign, H.M.S. 
And out in the enormous oceans where the convoys go 
Were the armed merchant raiders of the predatory foe. 
The Jervis Bay was meant for these, to work them woe. 

Their Lordships sent for the Overseer. They listened gravely. Then 
'Good: they said, 'we've got the ship. Now what about the men?' 
The men of the Royal Navy are s.killed and brave but few, 
They've ships enough to man and fight in the work they have to do. 
An Active Service Captain shall command the Jervis Bay, 
But for all other ranks and rates we need some other way. 
So the Jervis Bay was manned with a composite company, 
With Officers of the R.N.R., whose business is the sea, 
With Gunners and Petty Officers of the Royal Fleet Reserve, 
From cosy civilian niches called out again to serve 

Under the White Ensign; with seamen of every sort 
Who'd sailed with fifty ships and flags, or never left a port. 
And on a day she slipped away, commissioned, stored, and manned, 
And Captain Fogarty Fegen, R.N., was in command, 
And a fresh breeze blew and the Ensign flew like a white bird on the wing, 
And every man was proud to serve in the Navy of the King. 
But the works of war are other than the poet's song presents; 
For an Iliad of noble deeds, ten years of life in tents. 
Seldom and little pondered comes the fiery minute's ordeal, 
But the drudging hour and the day's routine are endless and real. 
The Jervis Bay crossed oceans, in sun and storm and breeze, 
The sea and the sky were always by, and then the skies and seas, 
But where the stirring challenge, the thunderous battle roar, 
Alarm, command, and action? In short, where was the war? 

But Captain Fogarty Fegen knew what he had to do, 
And day and night spared nor himself nor officers nor crew 
That ship and officers and men should work and fight as one 
To keep the seas His Majesty's till the long watch was done. 
So night and day they scrubbed and cleaned and doubled to Action Stations, 
The cynical salts and the mothers' boys, with zest and imprecations, 
They shook together in every weather and grumbled all unheeded, 
Till each man knew that ship and crew were ready, were they needed. 

But the days and the weeks and the months ran on, with little to see or show 
But the endless empty Atlantic, with the convoys to and fro, 
And it was the fifth of November, and the sun getting low. 
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In the dusk of the evening the wolf is abroad, 
He crouches in the valley at the lonely ford 
Where the sheep come down. What help have the sheep? 
They must all be slaughtered when the wolf shall leap. 
The sheep have the sheepdog. But what can he do, 

'Scatter under smoke~Fluttering flags and sirens blowing 
Down the columns of the convoy.-But the Jervis Bay is going 
Steady onward as they turn. From the smoke floats are flowing 
Streams of velvet solid smoke drifting over the ocean swell, 
But the enemy gunners know their job. A salvo of shell 
Roars in the sea-one, two, three-by the Rangitiki's bow 
As she twists in flight. Already they have found for line. And now 
A salvo spouts alongside-the iron jaws closing 
On the vulnerable spine. Now the convoy are nosing 
East, south, west, away fanwise are scattering, 
But the shells fall like drops in thunder ominously pattering, 
And Captain Fegen had that day a second, or maybe two, 
As he stood on the bridge of the Jervis Bay, to choose what he would do. 
Astern of him the convoy, labouring heavily in flight, 
And one long hour till they could win to cover of the night. 
To port the Nazi battleship, with six eleven-inch guns 
Secure in triple turrets ranged to hurl their angry tons 
Of blasting steel across the miles his guns could never span, 
With twice his speed, with a Naval crew, trained, expert to a man, 
With armour-plated sides and deck, a warship through and through, 
The pride of the German builders' craft. All this Fegen knew, 
Knew his foeman as he came in overmastering might. 
Knew well there was no hope at all in such unequal fight, 
Knew his own unarmoured sides, his few old six-inch guns, 
His fourteen meagre knots, his men, their country's sturdy sons, 
But hasty-trained and still untried in the shock and din of action. 
To starboard were the merchantmen, and he was their protection. 

Rarely it comes, and unforeseen, 
In the life of a man, a community, a nation, 
The moment that knits up struggling diversity 
In one, the changing transverse lights 
Focused to a pin-point's burning intensity 
Rarely and unforeseen. 
But in the minute is the timeless and absolute 
Fulfilment of centuries and civilisations, 
When the temporal skin lays bare the eternal bone, 
And this mortal puts on immortality. 
In that stark flash the unregarding universe 
Is a hushed agony. The suns and planets 
Stay: the dewdrop dares not tremble: 
The dead leaf in the electric air 
Waits: and the waterfall still as a photograph 
Hangs in that intolerable minute. 
And the dead and the living, all are there 
With those that shall be, all Creation 
Pausing poised in the ticking of Eternity, 
Held at one white point of crisis. 
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But what does he know, he at the focus, 
The man or the nation? Joy and terror knows, 
But chiefly a blessed sweet release, 
The complex equation at a stroke resolved 
To simple terms, a single choice, 
Rarely and unforeseen. 
So Fegen stood, and Time dissolved, 
And Cradock with his ships steamed out 
From Coronel, and in the pass 
Of Roncesvalles a horn was sounding, 
And Oates went stumbling out alone 
Into that Antarctic night, 
And Socrates the hemlock drank 
And paid his debts and laid him down, 
And through the fifty-three, Revenge 
Ran on, as in Thermopylae 
The cool-eyed Spartans looked about, 
Childe Roland, trembling, took and blew, 
The Jervis Bay went hard-a-port. 

'Hard-a-port' and 'Hard-a-port, sir. The white spray flying, 
She heeled and turned and steadied her course for where the foe was lying, 
And not a man but knew the fate that he had turned to meet 
And yet was stirred to fight till death and never know retreat. 
'Salvoes, fire: Her guns speak, but they are old and worn, 
The shots fall in the water, short. The raider as in scorn 
Keeps his fire on the convoy still, now veiled in smoke, now clear, 
But the Jervis Bay is closing fast and her shots are creeping near. 
And now he swings on her his turrets, as a thief surprised might turn. 
His anger thunders near, ahead. She trembles from stem to stern. 
A flash, and she staggers, as through her egg-shell plates 
Tear the eleven-inch projectiles, malevolent as the Fates, 
And smoke pouring and wreckage flying as the shells fall like rain, 
But she fights, and the convoy are scattering fast, and every minute is gain. 
'Am closing the enemY, Fegen signals. She heaves, and is hit again. 

Now the wolf is among the flock, 
The sheep are leaping to ledge and rock 
Like scattered clouds. To left and right 
The wolf is at work and his teeth are white, 
His teeth are white and quick is he. 
Soon the flock will cease to be 
That grazed along so peaceably. 

But suddenly the sheepdog comes 
With growling as a roll of drums, 
Stiff and heavy, eyes a-blear, 
But he knows the wolf is near 
And within the aged brain 
One thought only may remain, 
Headlong as he hurls himself 
At the grey thoat of the wolf 
Where his old teeth sink and stay. 
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But he, with fury and dismay, 
Drops his kill and turns to tear 
The creature that affronts him there. 

This way and that he rends and claws 
But cannot break those ancient jaws 
That never while they live relax, 
While flanks are torn and sinew cracks 
And haunch a mangled tatter lies 
And the blood runs in his eyes 
And hanging so, he dies. 

And it is cold and it is night 
Before the finish of the fight 
When the panting wolf shakes free 
From the bloody corpse, and he 
Lies iike a sack, defaced and dead, 
And the sheep into the hills are fled 
And the wolf slinks to his bed. 

Now the Jervis Bay is ablaze. The fo'c'sle is blown away. 
Splinters rive her decks to ribbons and bury her under spray, 
And her burning hull as she plunged on was a bright torch that day. 
She shudders. With the clearing smoke her main bridge is gone, 
And Fegen's arm is a shredded stump, and he fights on. 
He staggers aft to the docking bridge. Another blinding blast. 
The Ensign down. 'Another Ensign! Nail it to the mast: 
A seaman climbs and nails it there, where the House Flag used to fly, 
And there it speaks defiance to the shaker of the sky. 
He strives to climb to the after bridge, but it is unavailing, 
One arm and half the shoulder gone, and strength fast failing. 
But there is still the after gun that he can bring to bear. 
'Independent fire!' he cries, as heaves into the air 
The after bridge. He lives, and staggers forrard again, before 
The rolling smoke envelops him, and he is seen no more. 
Now her engines had ceased to turn, but still the shells came pouring, 
Till with a roar her boilers burst, and the white steam went soaring 
Away to the sky. Her back was broken, and she was settling fast, 
And the fire blazed, and the smoke-pall brooded like a banyan vast, 
But still the torn Ensign flew from the black stump mast, 
And the after gun was firing still and asking no quarter 
When the hot barrel hissed into the wild grey water. 

So ended the fight of the Scheer and the Jervis Bay 
That f9.r twenty vital minutes drew the raider's fire that day, 
When of the convoy's thirty-seven, thirty-three went safe away 
And home at last to England came, without the Jervis Bay. 

But now thick night was over the sea, and a wind from the west blew keen, 
And the hopeless waters tossed their heads where the Jervis Bay had been, 
And the raider was lost in the rain and the night, and low clouds hid the seas, 
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But high above sea and storm and cloud appeared the galaxies, 
And the big stars called the little stars that had not dared to peep, 
And all the stars of heaven came out across the heaving deep, 
And they shone bright over the good shepherd of sheep. 

Michael Thwaites 

Editors Note 
The current HMAS Jervis Bay is the RANs training ship for Midshipmen. Formerly the 
Australian Trader, a rear-door vehicle transport operating between Tasmania and the mainland 
she now provides a platform for Midshipmen to learn and practise their navigation and pilotage 
skills. 
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RAN COLLEGE STAFF-1984 

Commanding Officer 
Captain P. A. Ross, RAN 

Executive Officer 
Commander R. S. Blue, RAN 

Captain's Secretary 
Lieutenant S . . D. Rodgers, RAN 

Chaplains 
Rev. S. T. Hubbard, RAN (Anglican) 
Rev. B. C. Daniels, RAN (Baptist) 
Fr D. T. O'Connor, RAN (Catholic) 

Supply Officers 
Lieutenant Commander G. L. Legge, RAN 
Lieutenant J. R. Whalan, BA, RAN 
Sub Lieutenant 1. G. Davies, DipAppSc, 

RAN 

University ule Divisional Officer 
(borne HMAS WATSON) 

Lieutenant P. 1. ColIins, BA, DipEd, 
RAN 

Medical 
Lieutenant J. A. Freeman, RANNS 

Dental 
Lieutenant G. D. Gee, BDS, RAN 

Base Technical Officer 
Lieutenant K. D. Stone, RAN 

ACADEMIC STAFF 

Director of Studies 
Captain A. G. Mikosza, MSc, DipEd, 

SMIREE, RAN 

Humanities Staff 
Mr C. Glyn-Daniel, BA(Hons), 

FREcon.S, Lecturer-in-Charge 
Mr A. S. Bergin, BA, LLB, MA 
Lieutenant-Commander 1. F. McCabe, 

MA, AIL, DipEd, CerLPhysEd, RAN 
' Lieutenant 1. R. DalIas, BA, WRANS 
Lieutenant S. B. S. Pringle, BA, DipEd, 

RAN 

Mathematics Staff 
Mr J. E. Casey, BA, MSc, MSc (OR), 

Lect u rer -in-Charge 
Mr K. E. Armstrong, BA, DipEd 
Mr D. G. Thompson, BSc, MSc, DipEd 
Mr C. J. Clark, BSc 
Lieutenant Commander B. G. HilI, 

MSc(Hons), BSc, DipT(Sc), RAN 
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Lieutenant S. G. Copeland, BSc, DipEd. 
RAN 

Science Staff 
Or H. R. Kemp, BEd, BSc, MSc, PhD, 

ARACI, Lecturer-in-Charge 
Or A. R. M. Joye, BSc(Hons), PhD, 

Grad. Dip. OR, MAIP 
Lieutenant Commander 1. M. Buchanan, 

BSc(Hons), RAN 
Lieutenant Commander N. Mort, BSc, 

MSc, PhD, CEng, MIEE, RN 
Lieutenant Commander J. S. Mathias, 

BSc, RAN 
Lieutenant Commander D. N. Hart, 

BSc(Hons), RAN 
Lieutenant Commander B. B. SnushalI, 

BSc, RAN 
Lieutenant S. D. Abson, BSc(Hons), 

DipEd, RAN 
Lieutenant G. 1. Bridgart, BSc(Hons), 

PhD, DipEd, RAN 

UNSW Liaison Officer 
Commander J. M. Hogg, MSc, RAN 

Librarian 
Ms M. Linnane, BEcon, DipLib. 

Training Resources Co-ordinator 
CPOQMG D. W. Reddick 

NAVAL TRAINING STAFF 

Training Officer 
Lieutenant Commander I. M. Watts, 

RAN 

Cook Division 
Lieutenant D. N. Blake, BSc, USN 
Lieutenant R. F. Grezl, RAN 
CPOQMG R. 1. A. Welton 

iervis Division 
Lieutenant G. J. Mapson, RAN 
Lieutenant S. D. Abson, BSc(Hons), 

DipEd, RAN 
POQMG 1. M. Bradshaw 

Flinders Division 
Lieutenant M. E. Deeks, BA, RAN 
Lieutenant B. W. Marien, RAN 
POCOX D. N. Couper 

Phillip Division 
Lieutenant M. R. Nicol, RAN 
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RANC STAFF 
Back Row (L to R): Mr K. Armstrong, LCDR M. Mort, RN, LCDR B. Hill, RAN, LEUT G. Bridgart, RAN, LEUT, M. Mortimer, RAN, LEUT 1. Whalan, RAN, LEUT 
S. Copeland, RAN, LEUT M. Deeks, RAN, LEUT S. Abson, RAN, LEUT K. Stone, RAN, LEUT R. Grezl, RAN. 
Middle Row (L to R): Mr D. Thompson, Mr A. Bergin, LEUT S. Rodgers, RAN, LCDR 1. Buchanan, RAN, LCDR B. Snushall, RAN, LCDR P. Hart, RAN, LEUT 1. Dallas, 
WRANS, LEUT M. Nicol, RAN, LEUT D. Biake, USN, SBLT 1. Blunden, WRANS. 
Front Row (L to R): LCDR 1. McCabe, RAN, Ms M. Linnane, Or H. Kemp, Mr C. Glyn-Daniel, CAPT A. Mikosza, RAN, CAPT P. Ross, RAN, CM OR R. Blue, RAN, 
Mr 1. Casey, LCDR M. Phillips, RAN, LCDR G. Criddle, RAN, LCDR 1. Mathias, RAN. 
Absent: LEUT. S. B. S. Pringle, RAN, Or A. loye. 



Lieutenant S. E. Manning, WRANS 
CPOUC A. G. Woolton 

Fremantle Division 
Lieutenant R. F. Grezl, RAN 

Training Administration Officer 
Lieutenant G. G. Collins, RAN 

Course Planning Co-ordinator 
Lieutenant M. R. Mortimer, BE(AERO), 

RAN 

OIC Navigation Supplementary List 
Course Officer 

Lieutenant B. W. Marien, RAN 

Course Implementation Chief 
CPOSY G. W. Hickling 

Parade Training 
CPOQMG P. E. Marsh 

Sports Staff 
CPOPT R. 1. Thomas 
POPT 1. P. Grayson 
LSPT T. 1. Soward 
LSPT P. E. Simmons 

College Regulating Coxswain 
POCOX D. N. Couper 

Course Programmer 
LSQMG A. 1. Evett 
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CAPTAIN PETER A. ROSS, RAN 

Captain Peter A. Ross joined the Royal 
Australian Navy as a, Cadet Midshipman in 
1952. His initial training was carried out at the 
RAN College which was then at HMAS 
Cerberus. This was followed by a period at sea 
in the training ship HMAS Swan and then two 
years as a Midshipman at the Britannia Royal 
Naval College, Dartmouth, UK. On return 
from the United Kingdom he gained his 
Watchkeeping Certificate in HMAS Anzac. 
He has been Executive Officer of HMA hips 
Teal, Diamantina and Torrens and from 1978 
to 1979 was Commanding Officer of HMAS 
Derwent. He is a specialist Torpedo Anti
Submarine Officer and has completed staff 
courses at the Royal Naval College Greenwich, 
UK and the Naval War College, Newport, 
USA. 

He was promoted Captain on 31 December 
1981 and his present posting is Commanding 
Officer, HMAS Creswell. Captain Ross' next 
posting is to HMAS Stalwart as Commanding 
Officer. 

He is married with two children. His wife's 
name is Susan and his children are Digby (13) 
and Georgina (9). 



\ 

CAPTAIN A. G. MIKOSZA, 
MSc, DipEd, SMIREE, RAN 

DIRECTOR OF STUDIES 

Captain A. G. Mikosza, MSc, DipEd, 
SMIREE, RAN joined the Royal Australian 
Navy in 1963 as a commissioned officer. From 
1964 to 1967 he served in HMAS Leeuwin 
engaged in teaching matriculation Physics to 
officer candidates. J an uary 1968 to 1969 he 
was at HMAS Cerberus instructing electronics 
to technical senior sailors in the Electrical 
Engineering School. January 1970 to 
December 1970 he was engaged in lecturing 
Electricity to first year students Department 
of Physics, University of New South Wales. In 

. January 1971 to November 1975 he was 
lecturing in Physics and Electrical Engineering 
at the Royal Australian Naval College. 
November 1975 to November 1977 saw 
exchange service with the Royal Navy at the 
Royal Naval Engineering College, Plymouth, 
UK. He was promoted to Commander in 1977. 
From November 1977 to February 1979 he 
served in HMAS Nirimba, RAN Apprentice 
Training Establishment as Quality Control 
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Commander and was in charge of the Training 
Development, Quality Control and Training 
Support cells. He was Training Officer at 
HMAS Leeuwin from February 1979. In 
January 1982 he returned to the Royal 
Australian Naval College as Director of 
Studies. 

His intere sts are hockey, go lf and 
electronics. Captain Mikosza is married and 
he and hi s wife have one son and two 
daughters. 

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER 
G. J. CRIDDLE, RAN 

Lieutenant Commander Gary James Criddle 
entered the Royal Australian Naval College 
with the 1969 Junior Entry as a Cadet 
Midshipman. On completion of the Creswell 
Course he served in HMA ships Parramatta, 
Duchess, Vampire and Sydney under training. 

In 1974 he undertook operations and 
weapons courses in the United Kingdom as an 
Acting Sub-Lieutenant. He returned to 



Australia later the same year to be posted to 
the Flagship HMAS Melbourne. With the 
award of a Bridge Watchkeeping Certificate 
Sub-Lieutenant Criddle was posted to HMAS 
Stalwart as the Diving Officer. 

In 1976 he took up posting in HMAS 
Parramatta as the Communications Officer 
and later the Navigating Officer and was 
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant. 

In 1977 Lieutenant Criddle sub-specialised 
as a Fleet Air Arm pilot, and after initial 
training with the RAAF was posted to VC 851 
Squadron flying Grumman S2 Tracker 
aircraft. In 1980 he joined VS 816 Squadron 
and embarked in HMAS Melbourne for front 
line flying duties. 

In 1981 Lieutenant Criddle was posted in 
command of the Darwin based patrol boat 
HMAS Ardent where he enjoyed the tropical 
north until mid 1982 when he was appointed 
to the staff of the Naval Support Commander 
in Sydney. 

In 1983 Lieutenant Criddle was attached to 
RAAF Base East Sale for training as a 
Qualified Flying Instructor. In June of that 
year he was promoted to the rank of 
Lieutenant Commander and appointed Senior 
Naval Officer, RAAF Base Point Cook, where 
he instructed Navy, Army, Air Force and PNG 
students in the dark art of aviation. 

In June 1984 Lieutenant Commander 
Criddle returned to the Naval College as the 
Training Officer. He is married with three 
children which dispels the myth linking 
terility and Tracker radar! 

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER 
MICHAEL STANTON PHILLIPS, RAN 

Lieutenant Commander Phillips joined the 
Britannia Royal Naval College Dartmouth as 
a Cadet in September 1964. After training at 
Britannia Royal Naval College, which included 
one year in the Fleet as a Midshipman, warfare 
courses, and supply professional courses at 
HMS Pembroke, he underwent submarine 
training at HMS Dolphin in 1968. This was 
followed by one year as Torpedo Officer in 
HMS Odin, during which he was promoted to 
Lieutenant. 
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Lieutenant Phillips joined the staff of 
Commander-in-Charge Western Fleet in 
January 1970 and served in the Fleet 
secretariat until early 1972. From April to 
December 1972 he underwent the Lieutenant's 
Greenwich Course, Nuclear Executive Course 
and Polaris Submarine courses. Between 
January 1973 and the end of 1975 he served 
as Supply Officer/ seaman watchkeeper in HM 
submarines Revenge (Port Crew) and 
Reknown (Port Crew). This period included 
several polaris deterrent patrols and DASO 
(missile firing) operations at Cape Canaveral. 

After undergoing the Supply Charge Course 
in early 1976 Lieutenant Phillips joined HMS 
Juno as Supply Officer. He was promoted to 
Lieutenant Commander in March 1977. 
Between July 1978 and November 1980 
Lieutenant Commander Phillips served on the 
staff of the Senior UK Polaris Representative 
in Washington DC. On return to the UK, and 
after a short spell on the staff of the Chief 
Strategic Systems Executive he joined the staff 
of Flag Officer Submarines at Northwood as 
Staff Supply Officer in April 1981. 



On retirement from the Royal Navy in July 
1983 Lieutenant Commander Phillips 
emigrated to Australia to join the Royal 
Australian Navy. His initial posting prior to 
joining HMAS Creswell was as deputy supply 
officer HMAS Nirimba. Lieutenant 
Commander Phillips is married with three 
children and his interests include sailing, horse 
riding and photography. 

LIEUTENANT GLEN J. BRIDGART, RAN 

Lieutenant Bridgart joined the RAN in 
January 1983 as part of the Direct Entry 
scheme. Born and raised in Melbourne he 
attended Monash University and from there 
obtained a Bachelor of Science (Hons) 
majoring in Chemistry in 1968, a Doctorate 
in 1972 and also a Diploma of Education. He 
was employed by the Victorian Education 
Department as a secondary teacher 
(Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics) for ten 
and a half years, resigning in mid 1982 through 
dissatisfaction with 'the system'. Short periods 
of season and factory work followed before 
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being accepted into the RAN as an Instructor 
Officer. 

Lieutenant Bridgart is married to Barbara, 
with one young son, Robert. 

Apart from Chemistry, his interests are 
several aspects of astronomy (steam) rail and 
tramway operations, four wheel drive and 
touring the Australian bush. 

LIEUTENANT M. DEEKS BA, RAN 

Lieutenant Mike Deeks joined the Royal 
Australian Navy as a Cadet Midshipman in the 
1973 Junior Entry. After completing his 
Higher School Certificate at the Naval College 
he moved to the bright lights of Sydney to 
broaden his horizons and read for a Bachelor 
of Arts degree. 

His years at University were well spent as 
he completed his time there with a degree and 
a fiance. 

In 1978 Lieutenant Deeks joined the Fleet 
and in the ensuing two years served in HMA 



ships Melbourne, Vendelta and Torrens before 
gaining watchkeeping qualifications in HMAS 
Hobart. By this stage Lieutenant Deeks had 
realised that the only way to travel was 
underwater and so volunteered for submarine 
service. 

After successfully completing the 
Submarine Officers Course at HMS Dolphin 
in Gosport, UK, Lieutenant Deeks joined 
HMAS Otama for further training and as 
Torpedo Officer. He was awarded the coveted 
submariners 'dolphins' in September 1980 and 
in January 1981 joined HMAS Otway as 
Torpedo Officer. 

In January 1982 Lieutenant Deeks joined 
HMAS Onslow as Sonar Officer and stayed 
with her until she decommissioned for her 
modernisation refit in October 1982. A further 
twelve months as Sonar Officer followed in 
HMAS Otway yet again. 

After six years sea time, Lieutenant Deeks 
joined the Naval College in October 1983 and 
he immediately began conjuring up ways to get 
back to sea as he took on jobs such as 
SEATRAIN co-ordinator and Sailing Officer 
as well as his primary role of Flinders 
Divisional Officer. 

Lieutenant Deeks and his wife Jenny have 
a son, Nicholas and a daughter, Louise. 

LI EUTENANT B. MARIEN, RAN 

Lieutenant Brian Marien, Officer-in-Charge 
of Navigation I nstruction, joined the Royal 
Australian Navy a a Junior Entry Cadet 
Mid hipman in 1974. Upon graduation he was 
posted to H MAS Assail, an Attack Class 
Patrol Boat based at Darwin. He next moved 
to the Guided Missile Destroyer HMAS 
Hobart where he was awarded his Bridge 
Watchkeeping Certificate. A year in HMAS 
Hobart was followed by six months exchange 
with tht Royal Fijian Military Forces Naval 
Contingent as Executive Officer of HMFS 
Kula. Returning to Australia in July 1981 he 
joined HMAS Ardent, another Attack Class 
Patrol Boat operating out of Darwin, again 
as Executive Officer. He remained with the 
ship until it was handed over to the Royal 
Australian Naval Reserve at Cairns in June 
1982. Returning to Darwin he assumed the 
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posItIon of 2IC of the patrol boat HMAS 
Aware, another ship de tined to the Naval 
Reserve, this was achieved at HMAS Stirling 
(Western Australia) in December 1982. Then 
followed six month at the RAN Recruit 
School, HMAS Cerberus as a Divisional 
Officer. There he met his lovely future wife, 
Christine a Sub-Lieutenant in the WRANS. 

He wa posted to HMAS Creswell in 
September 1983 pending the majority of hi 
time on the training ship HMAS Jervis Bay, 
teaching navigation to Midshipmen. He was 
appointed the Navigation Instructor at the 
Naval College in May 1984 and married in 
September of the same year. 

LIEUTENANT G. J. MAPSON, MeD, RAN 

Lieutenant Greg Mapson joined the Royal 
Australian Naval College as a Senior Entry 
Cadet Midshipman in January 1975. 
Graduating in July 1971--he joined HMAS 
Melbourne for the Spithead Review in 
Portsmouth, U.K. On returning to Australia 
he served in HMA ships Stuarl, Swan and 



Vendetta where he gained his Bridge 
Watchkeeping Certificate-(life was great on 
08!-so he tells us). He was then posted to the 
Darwin based patrol boat HMAS Assail as 
Executive Officer where he served only six 
months before a Thursday Islander did a 
unique job on his leg whilst playing rugby 
which resulted in a not so pleasant stay at the 
RAN Hospital, HMAS Penguin. This was 
followed by time in Navy Office, an APWO 
Course and 18 months in the USA as 
commissioning crew of HMAS Adelaide. On 
return he qualified as a Mine Warfare and 
Clearance Diving Officer and was posted as 
Executive Officer of Clearance Diving Team 
2, his last posting prior to coming to the Naval 
College. 

He is presently Jervis Divisional Officer. He 
is still single but his time is quickly running 
out. He will play any sport that does not 
involve Thursday Islanders. 
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LIEUTENANT M. R. NICOL, RAN 

Lieutenant Mark Nicol joined the Royal 
Military College, Duntroon in 1975 after years 
of battling the Bowral climate and the wishes 
of a naval parent. 

He saw the light in 1977 and joined the 
Royal Australian Naval College in the first 
Supplementary List Class to, be trained at the 
college. He served in HMA ships Stalwart and 
Supply as a Midshipman and was lucky 
enough to do a South-East Asian deployment. 
His first posting as a Sub-Lieutenant was to 
HMAS Acute as she patrolled the West Coast. 
This was followed by a year as OOW in HMAS 
Supply enjoying a RIMPAC, a marriage and 
an Indian Ocean deployment. 

Upon successful completion of the Short 
Navigation Course he became Navigating 
Officer of the minesweeper HMAS Ibis. A few 
months behind a desk at HMAS Waterhen was 
soon replaced by the delights of Bass Strait 
when he became Navigator of HMAS 
Wol/ongong. He arrived at the Naval College 
in April 1983. 

Lieutenant Nicol and his wife Coralie have 
one young daughter Natasha. 



ADDRESS BY 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR NINIAN STEPHEN 
GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

ON THE OCCASION OF THE END OF YEAR PASSING OUT 
PARADE OF THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

AT JERVIS BAY 
ON THURSDAY 8 DECEMBER 1983 

It is with much pleasure that I congratulate 
those who today' graduate from this College 
as officers in a Service which is both 
honourable and distinguished. I congratulate 
also those officers and civilian lecturers here 
at Jervis Bay and at the University of New 
South Wales, the Commanding Officer and 
staff of the College; they share with the 
graduates the celebration of uccess which this 
day represents. It is their efforts that have once 
again, this year, provided the Navy with 
another group of soundly trained young 
officers and future leaders. 

We think of our country as a young nation, 
yet among the nations of the world we are 
richly endowed with traditions, many of them 
the heritage left to us by our servicemen of the 
past, not least those of the Navy. 

Our Royal Australian Navy has a long and 
glorious history, with traditions of service and 
of sacrifice that stretch back even before 
Federation; back to the three ships of the 
Australian auxiliary sq uadron which were 
engaged overseas in operations in China at the 
turn of the century. Ever since, in times of 
cri i or conflict, the Navy has been to the fore, 
protecting Au tralia and its ea lanes, as well 
a engaging in wartime operations on the far 
side of the globe. 

As .... ways, even today in our relatively high 
technology Navy, what remains of prime 
importance is the possess ion of well trained 
highly motivated, intelligent and disciplined 
men and women. You young officers 
graduating today have already spent a long 
time in preparing yourselves for the vital task 
of training, motivating and, above all, leading 
the sailor of tomorrow's navy. Those sailors, 
the Navy human factor, will always remain 
your greatest resource-your greatest asset, 
whether in peace or in war. 
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Since I spoke here at the Naval College last 
year, the Navy has gone through some difficult 
times and this has nece sarily provoked debate, 
both within the Navy and amongst members 
of the public. But one thing about which there 
has never been debate or doubt is the 
dedication and professionalism of the men 
and women of the Navy; those are qualities 
which are at the heart of our Navy. They are 
the qualities which those graduating today, 
and all others in the RAN, will maintain and 
develop as the years go by so that the Navy 
will always be ready to meet the challenges and 
demands of a rapidly changing world. 

Today marks the culmination of the first 
phase of the careers of each of you but is really 
more of a beginning than an end. You will all 
be moving onto various hips of the Fleet, and 
the establishments that support them. There, 
as young officers, you will very quickly find 
yourselves in positions of responsibility, where 
you will be relying on the knowledge, 
experience and values gained here, at the 
University and on the training ship. The 
special trust and confidence placed in you as 
naval officers requires on your own part an 
acceptance of re ponsibility deep in 
commitment and wide in scope. But with it 
should go the great satisfaction that you will 
get from the assumption of that measure of 
re ponsibility in your chosen profess ion. 

It is essentially moral responsibility that will 
be part of your daily round - moral 
responsibility to your superiors, to your peers 
and to those you command. It will play an 
important part in all the situations which you 
will experience very soon afloat and ashore. 
You will be working with bright, intelligent 
Australians who will expect great things of 
you. Be firm, fair and compassionate in your 
decisions and in your actions-these are 



qualities which you have been developing since 
joining the Navy, and which are essential to 
the true and effective leader. 

The term leadership has been so much 
abused of late that the word now aches from 
overuse. Yet sound leadership is I suppose the 
single most important factor in life in today's 
armed forces. Leaders throughout history, 
have shown a rich diversity of background, 
physical makeup and mental ability. Yet one 
quality above all they share, they have, I 
believe, possessed an all-consuming 
commitment to the pursuit of excellence in 
their field. It is this striving for perfection that 
is the mark, both of the true leader, and of 
the true professional. 

The path of leadership in the military 
professions is, in Australian society, no easy 
one to follow; our society has deep-seated 
democratic traditions and tends to regard with 
suspicion standing military forces. The 
unhappy experience of many countries 
overseas suggests that this is in itself no bad 
thing. But within its own and proper sphere 
the military perform in our democracy a role 
as essential as it is important, and they do so 
only because they live by a code of leadership 
and discipline. Within its own military bounds 
Australia and Australians are as responsive to 
true leadership as any people on earth and will 
respect and honour those who master and 
practise the art. 

What I have spoken of, the human factor, 
professionalism, responsibility, leadership and 
so on, are familiar topics to all here today. 
There is, however, one other area that is of 
high significance and is sometimes neglected 
in our modern defence force, the area of public 
relations. Public relations has developed an 
aura of the glib and unconvincing through 
misunderstanding and distortion of its proper 
function by some of its practitioners. But in 
its proper role of communication it remains 
an important part of the life of the serving 
officer. Australia is a deeply civilian society, 
honouring and respecting its wartime 
servicemen, civilians turned soldiers, sailors or 
airmen, but ip peacetime knowing little about 
its permanent armed forces. In an open 
democracy like ours it is of high importance 
to the forces that the tax-paying public and its 
elected representatives should be aware of the 

military, its problems and its achievements; 
and there are none better to speak of the 
Services than its serving members. Thi is not 
to say that you should at all enter into 
controversy or the area of policy or political 
debate but that, when talking to civilian 
Australia, you should be prepared to speak of 
your pride in the Navy and it s past 
ach·ievements and of the willingness and 
capacity of nav y men and women of the 
present day to serve Australia with efficiency 
and enthusiasm. 
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The Navy, which I may in this company 
safely describe as the Senior Service, is also 
the Silent Service, and on some matters you 
will very properly be silent. But there is need 
for an informed public attitude towards 
defence and serving officers and sailors can 
help to produce such an attitude simply by 
being well read and well informed. 

Here at the Naval College, you have all 
gained an intellectual base upon which to 
build in areas as broad as politics, strategic 
defence, and the lessons of history. At the 
moment, these may all seem rather esoteric as 
you look forward to an immediate future full 
of Task Books, Watchkeeping Certificates, 
specialist courses and the like. But if you 
continue to read and think about these 
broader topics, building up the extent of your 
knowledge and developing soundly based 
opinions, this will stand you, and through you 
the Service, in good stead in the years ahead 
as you move up through the ranks. 

For very many who are gathered here today 
is a proud day: of course for those graduating 
and for their families and friends, for the naval 
and civilian staff who are here or in the 
institutions associated with the College; and 
it is a proud day too for the Navy as a whole. 
To the graduates a final word: remember the 
lessons, values and experiences that you gained 
here, use them, build on them, and above all, 
pass them on to those others who will follow 
in your footsteps. My wife and I wish you 
every success and all happiness in your future 
careers. 



IV 

The Right Honourable Sir Ninian Stephen inspects the Guard formed by members of the Pass ing Out class. 



ADDRESS BY 

THE COMMANDING OFFICER 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

AT THE PASSING OUT PARADE- 8 DECEMBER 1984 

Your Excellencies, Chief of Defence Force 
Staff, Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Chancellor 
of the University of New South Wales, Your 
Worship The Mayor of Shoalhaven, 
Distinguished Guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen-welcome the Royal Australian 
Naval College. 

We are honoured your Excellency that you 
and Lady Stephen are visiting the Naval 
College again and are continuing a tradition 
of regular Vice Regal visits to RANC, which 
began in 1916, when the then Governor
General Sir Ronald Munro-Ferguson was 
reviewing officer for the first RANC Passing 
Out Parade. Your presence here today as both 
Governor-General and our Commander-in
Chief enhances the significance of the 
occasion particularly for the members of the 
Passing Out classes, their families and their 
friends. 

Much has changed since those very early 
days of the Royal Australian Naval College, 
now all initial officer training courses are 
conducted at RANC, an RANC education has 
evolved from a High School syllabus for boys 
from the age of thirteen and a half to 
seventeen and a half years to an all tertiary 
education for post matriculants, both male 
and female. Our association with the 
University of New South Wales now extends 
over fifteen years and within the last two years 
the College has been accredited to present its 
own Diplomas of Applied Science. This year 
the College has also been given the 
administrative and naval training responsibility 
for Undergraduates studying under - naval 
scholarships at universities and institutes of 
technology around Australia; with this 
centralising of most Junior Officer's training 
in this establishment it is expected a number 
of other officer courses will also commence 
over the next few years. These courses will 
encompass not only junior officer training but 
possibly also specialist courses for other 
officers, thus expanding the role of the Navy's 
major officer training establishment without 
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conflicting with or duplicating the role of the 
Australian Defence Force Academy when it 
commences in 1986. These changes can often 
be taken for granted but I believe they are 
considerable and reflect the need to educate 
and train an increasingly diverse student 
population for the demands of the future 
whilst retaining the appropriate standards of 
the past. 

RANC is very thankful for the close co
operation and support in the above endeavours 
which it receives from HMAS Jervis Bay, 
HMAS Watson, HMAS Cerberus and HMAS 
Albatross. I am also very appreciative of the 
support we receive from the University of New 
South Wales, particularly the joint University 
and College Committees. The academic 
members of the RANC Academic Advisory 
Council have continued to be of tremendous 
assistance in advising RANC of the Diploma 
of Applied Science course. 

In addition to the graduating classes, today 
is also a very special occasion for two officers 
who are the first recipients of the RANC 
Medal. This medal is awarded to Diploma 
graduates who have achieved a standard of 
excellence in academic and professional naval 
training. Stringent requirements for the award 
of the medal must be met. Since accreditation 
of the Diploma course from 1978, only two 
graduates have met these requirements, and we 
are very pleased that they have come from 
Hobart and Darwin to be with us today. 

Aside from the Passing Out classes, who 
formed the guard today, the parade consisted 
of Midshipmen who are doing their training 
here at the Royal Australian Naval College. 
Some will be going to the University of New 
South Wales next year to continue university 
training, many will be continuing with the 
Diploma of Applied Science course here at 
RANC, whilst a number of the young men 
and women on parade will be completing their 
professional naval training courses over the 
next six months. 



But this parade is for the 49 men and 
women who today celebrate their graduation 
from the Royal Australian Naval College. It 
is their day, one which I hope they will 
remember with pride for the rest of their naval 
careers, and I think it most appropriate we 
now reflect on their accomplishments. 

The largest class graduating is the General 
List Degree -Stream. Seven Midshipmen 
graduate with Bachelor of Engineering 
degrees, (Mechanical, Electrical and 
Aeronautical); nine with Bachelor of Science 
degrees; seven with Bachelor of Arts degrees; 
and three with Bachelor of Commerce degrees. 
During their degree studies they have also 
completed their professional naval training 
and their graduation reflects their 
commitment to academic and naval studies 
and also bears testimony to the effectiveness 
of the RANC-UNSW association. 

Fourteen of the graduating Midshipmen are 
Supplementary List officers who have 
completed a ten month naval training course, 
including an eight week training cruise in 
HMAS Jervis Bay and participation in the 
Defence Force's largest exercise this year
Kangaroo '83. 

Nine Midshipmen of the graduating class 
have completed the Diploma of Applied 
Science and for the past six months they also 
have been undergoing intensive naval training 
including the training cruise. 

All members of the graduating classes now 
proceed to seagoing ships or shore 
establishments to continue their training. 

The training of all the graduating officers 
has therefore been an amalgam of professional 
and academic study, personal development 
and the in tailing of a sense of purpose, 
dedication and loyalty to the Service and to 
their country. Their achievements in this 
regard are due not only to their own efforts 
but to the cheerful and willing involvement of 
the College staff and the support and 
understanding they receive from their wives 
and families who play their part in the 
increasingly wide spectrum of College 
activities. I warmly acknowledge these 
contributions. 

I would like now to pay particular tribute 
to the parents and the friends of the 
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graduating classes. You have seen the 
transition of a young man or woman from a 
civilian environment to a naval environment. 
You have shared with them the traumas of 
their first few weeks in the Navy. We realise 
it is not an easy transition from civilian to 
Service life and indeed a number do falter. But 
it was over this initial period, in particular, and 
undoubtedly at other times during their 
training, they looked to you for guidance, 
support and encouragement and I am sure it 
was always forthcoming. We are very proud 
of these young men and women and I am sure 
you as parents and friends are equally proud. 
I commend them on their achievements to date 
and with the utmost confidence wish them 
well for the future. 

I now invite Your Excellency to make the 
presentations. 



ADDRESS BY 

THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

PASSING OUT PARADE-S JULY 1984 

Captain Ross, Distinguished guests, graduates, 
ladies and gentlemen. 

I am delighted at this opportunity to 
congratulate those who pass out today. 

It's most important that we all recognise the 
efforts which have brought you to this point, 
your own endeavours, the dedication of the 
Creswell and the university staffs, and most 
importantly the support of your families, have 
combined to bring you this success. Now the 
challenge will be for you to continue to absorb, 
observe and hoist in the lessons of your 
profession. 

Make no mistake; what you learn as a junior 
officer is the foundation of your whole career. 
With each step you take in the service of your 
country, what you have learnt here will provide 
the basis for you to develop and expand your 
skills and knowledge. 

I t is indeed a great occasion to see fine 
young people on the threshold of an exciting 
and rewarding career in the Navy. 

'Join the Navy and see the world' is still very 
much the distinction between our profession 
and most others. You have chosen a career that 
will be sometimes difficult with at times 
daunting responsibilities. By this time next 
year you will have tasted the challenges of the 
Fleet, and will be in your first ships; you will 
have already seen more of Australia and her 
neighbours than most people your age. As 
those opportunities to visit and to serve all 
over the world continue, you will learn the now 
not-so-well kept naval secret that 'sailors have 
more fun'. 

Of course nothing comes easily and with the 
fun comes added responsibility not only for 
your own standards, but for those whom you 
are privileged to lead. Australia is 
tremendously well served by her young naval 
men and women, and your responsibility to 
them never ceases. Each stripe on your 
uniform will give you more opportunity to 
reflect in your service the ideals which you 
have absorbed here; ideals which are very well 
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stated in · Creswell's motto of 'honour, 
integrity, virtue'. 

One challenge which you face is the 
management of change. Because the Navy 
operates at the forefront of technology you 
must expect change during your career; be 
prepared to adapt to it and to interpret it for 
those you lead, above all don't be afraid of it. 
You are well equipped in every way to' cope 
with whatever lies ahead and I know you will 
meet the challenges as they come. Your Navy 
is changing as do all things that are to develop 
and flourish. 

The Navy I joined as a Cadet Midshipman 
with Admiral Rouke was changing too. The 
cruiser Sydney had been lost mysteriously, the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor took place 
soon afterwards, Singapore fell, Darwin was 
bombed, Perth, Yarra and Vampire were sunk, 
and enemy submarines attacked Sydney 
Harbour. These were substantial changes for 
we young men to hoist in. 

During my 42 years in the Navy, radar had 
developed dramatically, helicopters have come 
into service, steam has given way to gas 
turbines and nuclear propulsion and missiles 
have entered our inventory. When I joined we 
had no carrier and when I leave, the wheel will 
have turned full circle. I have no doubt that 
it will continue to turn. 

But let me give you a glimpse of the changes 
you must manage and the Navy to which you 
must adapt. 

The fourth of the Guided Missile Frigates 
to be built in USA commissions as HMAS 
Darwin this month. Two more of this class are 
to be built at Williamstown dockyard. 
Helicopters for these ships are to be selected 
soon, meanwhile the new Squirrel helicopters 
which arrived in Australia last month will 
embark shortly. 

The third rebuilt River Class Destroyer 
Escort HMAS Derwent rejoins the Fleet this 
time next year. The three Guided Missile 
Destroyers begin their modernisation program 



progressively from next year to take them to 
the end of the century. 

The six Oberon submarines have been 
modernised in Sydney and we are in the 
process of selecting their replacements, already 
planned and budgeted for. 

The last of the fifteen new patrol boats 
commissions later this year. The new 
replenishment ship HMAS Success building in 
Sydney commissions in eighteen months, as 
will the first of the mine hunting catamarans 
building at Newcastle. 

So you will see that the ships are being 
adapted as new weapons and new systems 
become available. 

You will see too that the Fleet you join is 
well equipped and well balanced. Your 
challenge will be to play your part in keeping 
the Fleet ready. 

Ashore there is similar development. The 
Naval Dockyard at Williamstown has been 
rebuilt, as has the submarine refitting 
facility in Sydney. Cairns and Darwin both 
have magnificent patrol boat bases while 
Garden Island in Sydney js building a naval 
base adjoining the dockyard and a command 
centre will follow. 

As a West Australian I must say that the new 
naval base HMAS Stirling is a bright jewel in 
Australia's naval crown, and you will find you 
are able to serve in 'the State of excitement' 
more readily than I have been able to do. By 
1986 there will be two Destroyer Escorts based 
in Stirling and the support facilities to 
maintain them. 

The Defence Force Academy is being built 
to take over the task of producing graduates 
for all three services. To provide staff for this 
at the same time as we are reshaping the Navy 
and adapting to the absence of a carrier and 
fixed wing aircraft, it is necessary to review the 
present Diploma Course. We will use the 
resources of the Defence Force Academy to 
provide study opportunities for our mature 
aged students so that the Navy can continue 
to have sufficient graduate officers. 

The Naval College will of course continue 
here. The student body will consist of all those 
who do not attend the Academy, and will cover 
the whole range of naval officers. It will 
represent almost two-thirds of our officers. 
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In addition, the professional naval training 
which cannot be achieved at the academy is 
to be undertaken here at Creswell. 

But what of the people? 

It is as true today as ever that the serviceman 
or woman is the most important single factor 
in the effectiveness of any Defence Force. 
Those whom you are privileged to lead will 
look to you to comprehend the technology, 
and to use to Australia's advantage the 
mobility and endurance which the Fleet gives. 
Later on they will trust you to develop the 
tactics and formulate the policies and 
strategies which keep Australia safe. 

It is the people you will lead who will 
determine our effectiveness. It is their will to 
succeed, their ability to adapt, and their 
professionalism which will win the day. If you, 
as leaders can not inspire, lead and direct 
them, then all the technology in the world will 
be of no avail. 

So there are your challenges. 

Don't be daunted or diverted by those who 
question the need for a Navy or for our 
efforts. Be assured that an island nation such 
as Australia needs to use the sea to survive and 
prosper, and to use the sea it needs a strong 
Navy-and this will never change. 

Go forward from here confident in your 
ability to succeed, and knowing that you must 
adapt to the changes which will inevitably 
come. 

I congratulate you on your parade today 
which I thought was first class, my wife and 
I wish you well as you take the next steps in 
the finest of Australia's Services, in the service 
of your country. 



The Chief of Naval Staff Vice Admiral D. W. Leach, RAN inspects [he Guard formed by the Passing Out cla s, 
July 1984. 
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ADDRESS BY 

THE COMMANDING OFFICER 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

AT THE PASSING OUT PARADE- S JULY 1984 

Chief of Naval Staff, Member for Macarthur, 
Pro-Vice ChanceJlor of the University of New 
South Wales, Your Worship The Mayor of 
Shoalhaven, Distinguished Guests, Graduating 
Officers, Ladies and Gentlemen-welcome to 
the Royal Australian Naval College. 

It is with great pleasure that we welcome our 
Chief of Naval Staff and Mrs Leach here 
today. Admiral Leach has had a direct 
association with the Naval College for many 
years. He graduated from the Royal Australian 
Naval College, having been the Chief Cadet 
Captain in his final year, and was awarded the 
coveted King's Medal on graduation. Admiral 
Leach was my first Divisional Officer when I 
entered the Naval College, so all you hard 
working present day Divisional Officers take 
heart because there is a 'light at the end of the 
tunnel'. It is most fitting that you should come 
back here today, Sir, and review the parade 20 
years after your departure here as Executive 
Officer. 

The Royal Australian Naval College was 
founded in 1913 so that Australia could train 
her own naval officers to man her own Fleet. 
Many changes have occurred in those 71 years, 
both in the age of entry of Midshipmen to the 
College, and in the breadth and depth of their 
academic studies. Today the Royal Australian 
Naval College has a population of 265 
Midshipmen, accommodated both in HMAS 
Creswell and in HMAS Watson and caters for 
three training schemes, two of which combine 
both a tertiary academic program with 
professional naval training, and a third which 
teaches purely professional naval subjects. 

On parade this morning have been 
Midshipmen of these three streams. They 
include: Midshipmen who are studying 
towards Arts, Science, Engineering and 
Commerce degrees offered by the university 
of New South Wales; Midshipmen who are 
studying towards the award of the Diploma of 
Applied Science; and Supplementary List 
Midshipmen who carry out an intensive course 
in professional naval training. In fact the first 
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year degree Midshipmen on parade will be the 
last to complete their degree at the University 
of New South Wales. The first year degree 
students next year will complete their degrees 
at the Australian Defence Force Academy. 

I am most appreciative of the support we 
receive from the University of New South 
Wales, particularly the joint University and 
College Committees. The academic members 
of the Academic Advisory Council; Dr 
Richardson from the Canberra College of 
Advanced Education, Professor RatcIiffe from 
the University of New South Wales, and 
Professor Neumann from the Australian 
National University, have continued to be of 
tremendous assistance in advising the Royal 
Australian Naval College in all facets of 
education. Recently these three gentlemen 
proceeded to sea in our training ship HMAS 
Jervis Bay and were able to observe the 
graduating class of Supplementary List 
Midshipmen carrying out their sea training. 
Dr Richardson has also been instrumental in 
the Education Exchange Agreement between 
the Canberra College of Advanced Education 
and the Naval College. This agreement has 
provided a senior lecturer from the Canberra 
College of Advanced Education at the Naval 
College in exchange for a naval officer to teach 
at the Canberra College of Advanced 
Education. We are most grateful to Mr Porter 
and Mr Clarke, who both spent six month 
here under the agreement, for the time and 
energy they have given to the training of many 
Midshipmen. The Royal Australian Naval 
College is very thankful for the close co
operation and support we receive from HMAS 
Jervis Bay, HMAS Watson, HMAS Cerberus 
and HMAS Albatross in training young 
officers. I am also very pleased to welcome 
today the Commanding Officers of HMAS 
Torrens and HMAS Fremantle, whose ships 
provide such a picturesque backdrop for this 
graduation parade. 

But this parade is for the 49 men and 
women who on this day celebrate their 



graduation from the Royal Australian Naval 
College. It is their day, one which I know they 
will remember with pride for the rest of their 
lives. Let me now summarise the achievements 
of the classes. 

Traditionally the largest group graduating 
at the mid year Passing Out Parade is the 
Supplementary List Officers' Class. This is 
again the case and this year's Supplementary 
List class consists of 27 Midshipmen-19 men 
and 8 women. They have spent the last 10 
months undergoing naval training which has 
included a seven week training cruise in 
HMAS Jervis Bay to the Whitsunday Passage 

. and Fiji. 

Eighteen of the graduating Midshipmen 
have completed the academic component of 
thei.! Diploma of Applied Science. These Mid
shipmen joined the Royal Australian Naval 
College two and half years ago. For the last 
six months they have been completing their 
professional naval training which included a 
training cruise in HMAS Jervis Bay to Hobart 
and New Zealand. 

The smallest group of graduates consists of 
four Midshipmen who have completed their 
degree studies at the University of New South 
Wales. They also completed their professional 
naval training during this period. 

All members of the graduating classes now 
proceed to seagoing ships or to shore 
establishments to continue their training. 
Three Midshipmen have been chosen for 
exchange po stings with the United States Navy 
and they will join USN ships operating with 
the Pacific Fleet later this year. 

The training of the graduating officers has 
been an amalgam of professional and 
academic study, personal development and the 
instilling of a sense of purpose, dedication and 
loyalty to the Service and to their country. I 
sincerely hope that each Midshipman leaves 
the Royal Australian Naval College with a 
feeling of gratitude and affection. Gratitude 
for the many hours of instruction received 
from a dedicated and highly motivated staff, 
both academic and professional; and an 
affection for HMAS Creswell because this has 
been their first posting, this is where they have 
learned to become officers in the Senior 
Service, and this establishment will always 
remain their alma mater. 
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I would also like to publicly acknowledge 
the families of the staff at the Naval College. 
On behalf of all the graduating Midshipmen 
I thank you, the families, for the kindness, 
help and understanding you have shown, and 
the hospitality you have offered many of these 
young officers. 

Finally, I must pay a special tribute to the 
parents, relatives and friends of the graduating 
classes, many of whom have travelled 
considerable distances and at great expense to ' 
be here today. This is a day for the whole 
family to remember. You have seen ' the 
transition of a young man or woman from a 
civilian environment to a naval environment. 
You have shared with them the traumas of 
their first few weeks in the Navy. We realise 
it is not an easy transition from civilian to 
Service life and indeed a number do falter. But 
it was over this initial period, in particular, and 
undoubtedly at other times during their 
training, they looked to you for guidance, 
support and encouragement and I am sure that 
it was always forthcoming. We are proud of 
these young men and women and I ' am sure 
you as parents and friends are equally proud. 
I commend them on their achievements to date 
and with the utmost confidence wish them 
well for the future. 

I now invite you, Sir, to present the 
certificates and prizes to the graduating 
classes. 



• I 

'ONYA' of Gosford carries her spinnaker shy whilst the RANC crew train for the 1983 Sydney to Hobart Yacht 
Race. 
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R. P. Armstrong 
S. 1. Becsi 
T. V. Blackman 
G. A. Boyd 
M. B. Burling 
A. M. Carwardine 
S. D. Casboult 
T. G. Crawford 
S. P. Davies 
P. J. Davis 
A. R. Douglas 
T. R. Frame 
D. 1. Gwyther 
M. A. Harling 
P. A. Higgins 
M. L. Hudson 
G. A. Inglis 
K. L. Jones 
M. H. Mann 
R. A. Navakas 
A. 1. O'Malley 
D. P. Sippel 
1. A. Wilson 
M. 1. Wright 

UNSW GRADUATES 1983 

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST 
GRADUATES 1983 

S. L. Appleyard 
B. A. Chapman 
D. W. Jordon 
R. Kenyon 
T. 1. Larkin 
R. Leggat 
P. 1. Martin 
E. 1. Reeves 
M. J. Rothwell 
B. C. Smyth 
R. 1. WaIters 
I. C. Witt 
D. M. Zanker 
G. T. Zilko 

DIPLOMA COURSE GRADUATES 1984 

A. K. Davidson 
B. G. Delamont 
A. B. Dudgeon 
B. M. Everest 
S. M. Henderson 
D. 1. Hyder 

DIPLOMA COURSE GRADUATES 1983 D. S. Jose 

C. 1. Beames 
1. M. Beck 
1. R. Colville 
M. C. Doherty 
M. J. Downes 
C. 1. Gaudie 
A. A. Howell 
I. D. Jempson 
G. J. Lawson 
A. R. Lloyd 
D. G. Manger 
R. J. H. Mathers 
M. H. 1. Miko 
T. 1. McKerrow 
T. L. Mealer 
M. Reis 
D. M. Wakeling 
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1. L. Martin 
H. G. Pearce 



ACADEMIC AND TRAINING AWARDS 

The Queen's Gold Medal The Queen's Gold 
Medal is presented annually to the Class III 
Midshipman who has demonstrated the most 
exemplary conduct, performance of duty and 
good influence. 

C. 1. GAUDIE 

The OUo Albert Memorial Prize for 
Seamanship The Otto Albert Prize, consisting 
of a telescope, is presented annually to the 
General List Midshipman who achieves , the 
highest mark In Stage One Seamanship 
training. 

M. C. DOHERTY 

The Royal New Zealand Navy Prize for 
Navigation A set of drawing instruments, 
donated by the Royal New Zealand Navy, is 
awarded annually to the midshipman of the 
Diploma Course who achieves the highest 
mark in Stage One Navigation training. 

M. REIS 

The Imperial Services Club Prize Membership 
of the Imperial Services Club is awarded 
annually to the Queen's Gold Medallist. 

C. 1. GAUDIE 
R. 1. H. MATHERS 

The Australian Institute of Navigation Prize 
An engraved plaque is awarded annually to the 
midshipman of the Degree stream who 
achieves the highest mark in Stage One 
Navigation. 

A. M. CARWARDINE 

The United States Naval Institute Prize 
Associate Membership of the Institute is 
awarded annually to the Dux and Runner-up 
of the Diploma Course. 

J. M. BECK 
R. 1. H. MATHERS 

w. H. Harrington Memorial Prize Awarded 
annually to the General List midshipman who, 
in his first year at RANC, displays the greatest 
professional potential. 

W. GAJASENI 
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The Eric Elton Mayo Prize The Eric Elton 
Mayo Prize is awarded annually to the Dux 
of the First Year of the Diploma Course. 

1. 1. PEACOCK 

The United Service Institute of Victoria Prize 
An inscribed book and membership of the 
United Service Institute is awarded to the Dux 
of Supplementary List Stage One training. 

Dec. 83-P. 1. MARTIN 
July 84-P. R. GREIG 

The Ramsay Prize Awarded to the General 
List midshipman of the Degree Stream and 
Diploma Course who achieve (he highest 
aggregate marks for Professional Naval 
Training. 

Dec. 83-A. M. CARWARDINE 
July 84-M. REIS 

Department of Defence Prizes 
a. Dux of Supplementary List Stage One 
training. A pair of binoculars is awarded 
annually. 

Dec. 84-P. J. MARTIN 
July 84-P. R. GREIG 

b. First year midshipmen who aChieves best 
results in 

Engineering 
Science 
Arts/Commerce 

M. C. WARREN 
M. L. HARDY 

M. 1. ROBINSON (BComm) 

Peter Mitchell Prizes 
a. An annual award of $200 to the 
midshipman achieving the best results of a 4 
year degree. 

LEUT L. J. GEE 

b. An annual award of $150 to the midshipman 
achieving the best results of a three year 
degree. 

S. P. DAVIES 

c. An annual award of $100 to the midshipman 
who is Dux of the Diploma Course. 

1. M. BECK 



d. A book prize to the Supplementary List 
midshipman of each entry who achieves bests 
result in Stage One Navigation. 

Dec. 83-R. LEGGATT 
July 84-P. R. GREIG 

e. A book prize to the Supplementary List 
midshipman of each entry who achieves best 
results in Stage One Seamanship. 

Dec. 83-T. J. LARKIN 
July 84-M. J. BEARD 

f. A book prize to the outstanding 
midshipman in Practical Navigation on each 
Training Cruise. 

Dec. 83 TIC 1/83-K. L. JONES 
TIC 4/83-S. M. HENDERSON 

July 84 TIC 2/ 84-M. 1. DOWNES 
TIC 3/ 84-P. R. GREIG 

g. A prize to the midshipman who achieves the 
best overall performance on each Training 
Cruise. 

Dec. 83 TIC l/83-A. R. DOUGLAS 
TIC 4/ 83-A. B. DUDGEON 

July 84 TIC 2/84-M. C. DOHERTY 
TIC 3/ 84-L. 1. GODWIN 

h. A prize to the midshipman, WRANS who 
achieves the best overall performance on each 
Training Cruise. 

Dec. 83 TIC 4/ 83-S. L. APPLEYARD 
July 84 TIC 3/ 84-A. 1. BOARDMAN 

MIDN R. Plath accepts a prize sword from Commodore N. Ralph at HMAS Creswel/ Divi sion s. 
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SPORTING AWARDS 

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES 

The Governor General's Cup. Awarded annually for the best individual performance at all 
sports during the year. 

Award/Prize 
Carr Trophy 
Clarke Cup 
Dowling Shield 
Evans Trophy 
Franklin Trophy 
Morgan Shield 
Smythe Cup 

Father Bresland Cup 

Junior House Trophy 
Farncomb Cup 
Morgan Trophy 

1 pint Pewter 

Captain's Cup 
Carr Cup 
Maynard Cup 

Bruce Seymour Trophy 

Burnett Prize 

Peter Sharp Memorial 
Gibson Shield 

ATHLETICS 

Awarded For 
100 m Sprint 
Shot Put 
400 m 
5000 m 
Open Champion 
1500 m 
110 m Hurdles 

AUSTRALIAN RULES 

Best Exponent 

CRICKET 

Best Bowler 
Best All Rounder 
Best Batsman 

CROSS COUNTRY 

Winner of Championship 

Champion 
Best Putts 
Best Drive 

GOLF 

HOCKEY 

Best Exponent 

RUGBY 

Best Exponent 

SAILING 

1984-R. W. PLATH 

Winner 
1984 R. A. MOSSMAN 
1984 M. R. WEBBER 
1984 G. D. GOGAN 
1984 S. R. MILLER 
1984 A. P. H. HILL 
1984 S. C. RIEDEL 
1984 W. V. GORDON 

1983 M. COLLINS 
1984 Not awarded 

1984 1. D. A. MILLETT 
1984 A. J. WILLIAMS 
1984 A. 1. WILLIAMS 

1983 S. R. MILLAR 
1984 T. G. MARQUARDT 

1983 R. A. TAVERNER 
1983 D. M. WAKELING 
1983 M. A. ROSSENDELL 

1983 S. THORN 
1984 D. M. W. COYLE 

1983 M. R. W. TODD 
1984 M. R. W. TODD 

Single Handed Dinghys 1984 S. J. ANDERSON 
Dinghy Coxswain Champion 1983 P. M. QUINN 

1983 M. W. ADDISON 
1983 J. 1. PEACOCK 
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Benson Bowl 

Benson Cup 

Colin Creswell Cup 
Pixley Trophy 

Cunningham Cup 
2 X V2 pint Pewters 

Cock Division Trophy 

Crane Cup 
Creswell Cup 
Dalton Cup 
Dechaineaux Trophy 
Forster Cup 
Otto Albert Trophy 
Grant Shield 

Grimwade Cup 
Hockey Cup 
Pixley Cup 
Solano Cup 
Waiters Cup 

Pope Cup 

Frank McCaffrie Shield 
Challenge Trophy 

SOCCER 

Best Exponent 

SQUASH 

Champion 

SWIMMING 

Champion 
Iron Man Champion 

TENNIS 

Singles Champion 
Doubles Champions 

DIVISIONAL TROPHIES 

Best All Round Division 

Cricket 
Relay Race 
All Sports 
Swimming 
Sailing Bosuns 
Tug-o-War 
Rugby 

Athletics 
Hockey 
Beach Olympics 
Sailing Endeavours 
Cross Country 

Shooting 

1983 M. A. ROSSENDELL 
1984 D. H. FRITH 

1983 M. COLLINS 

1984 R. 1. BLIGHT 
1984 R. 1. BLIGHT 

1983 S. W. MOLES 
1983 M. COLLINSI 

M. R. W. TODD 

1983 Session I I Cook 
1984 Session I Cook 
1984 Cook / Jervis 
1983 Jervis 
1983 Cook 
1984 University 
1984 Flinders 
1984 Cook 
1983 Flinders 
1984 Flindersl Jervis/ Phillip 
1984 University 3/ 4 
1983 Phillip 
1984 Cook 
1984 Cook 
1983 Phillip 
1984 Cook 
1983 No contest 

TROPHIES WON BY RANC IN 1983- 84 
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RANC v Nowra X-country 1983 RANC 
RANC v UNSW Midn Rugby 1984 RANC 



Commodore T. Dadswell , RA inspects the Foreign Officer Supplementary List Executive Officers Course on 
Parade at HMAS Creswell Di vi ion . 
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COOK DIVISION 
Back Row (L to R): P. Wright, W. Barry, J. Mead, A. Dreghorn, B. Shearman, P. Roberts, D. Favelle, D. Roe, J. Holland, C. Dexter, S. Blenkinsopp. 
Middle Row (L to R): W. Triffit, M. Swift, R. Blight, L. Nankervis, B. Mitchell, S. Vermeeren, G. Phelan, A. Sheehan, I. Jarvie, S. O'Keefe, M. Taylor. 
Front Row (L to R): G. Hargreave, P. Alien, S. Thorn, M. Addison, CPO R. Welten, LEUT D. Blake, USN, J. Peacock, J. Bailly, D. Waldie, M. Jaeger, R. Taverner. 
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JERVIS DIVISION 
Back Row (L to R): M. Gulyas, P. Gilchrist, W. Reynolds, P. Harris, K. Burleigh, G. Kerr, K. Klaasen, A. Grunsell, O. McRae, O. Luck, O. Campbell. 
Middle Row (L to R): G. Goyan, M. Brown, P. Biess, C. Cardiner, J. Carstairs, L. Connell, O. Jones, N. Turvey, J. McGannon, S. Hamilton. 
Front Row (L to R): S. Mayer, O. Elford, M. Noonan, G. Sammut, R. Plath (OM), LEUT G. Mapson, RAN, POQMG Bradshaw (JOSS), N. Townsend, D. Jarvis, P. Leary, 
P. Stanford. 
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FLlNDERS DIVISION 
Back Row (L to R): W. Miko, P. Barnes, D. Frith, M. Finlayson, P. Bowers, A. Dyer, Q. Jobson, E. McLaren, M. Curtin, L. Crafter. 
Middle Row (L to R): B. Young, M. Treeby, C. Roberts, S. Anderson, C. Ala, J. Stephenson, D. Coyle, M. Napier, K. Whicker, D. Wright. 
Back Row (L to R): C. Carroll, R. Humphreys, M. Houston, C. Gudgin, CPOQMG P. Marsh (FDSS), LEUT M. Deeks, RAN (FDO), M. Coli ins (DM), w. Jacomb, D. White, 
W. Gordon, P. Quinn. 
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PHILLlP DIVISION 
Back Row (L to R): G. A. Scott, C. A. Spinks, D. J. Wilson, A. P. Hughes, C. A. Opie, B. K. Brace, J. B. Bannister, N. W. Mader, K. P. Sharp, J. M. White, A. J. Clowes, 
R. F. Richardson, T. G. Marquardt. 
Middle Row (L to R): A. J. Whithers, C. R. Bretmaisser, J. A. Hielscher, K. Vajonaporn, B. J. Woodruff, M. Klumpp, M. E. Moncrieff, P. M. Crowley, K. L. Smith, J. F. Blake, 
R. A. McManus. 
Front Row (L to R): A. B. Goode, T. J. White, D. J. Byrne, CPOUC G. Wotton, LEUT S. Manning, WRANS, LEUT M. Nicol, RAN, D. A. DunlQP, D. F. O'Leary, A. R. Powell, 
M. R. Todd. 



CHAPEL NOTES 

As in past years, three Chaplains of differing 
denominations have continued to serve HMAS 
Creswell and HMAS Albatross. In January 
Chaplain Gareth Clayton (Uniting Church) 
left us for HMAS Leeuwin and Chaplain 
Brian Daniels (Baptist) joined from HMAS 
Cerberus. Chaplain Dave O'Connor has 
continued to serve the Roman Catholic 
congregations in the area, with Chaplain 
Simon Hubbard (Anglican) as the resident 
Chaplain at Creswell. 

Once again, the Chaplains would like to 
express their thanks to RANR Chaplains and 
civilian clergy who have assisted them from 
time to time throughout the year. 

Early in 1984 plans were drawn up for an 
extension to the present chapel buildings, 
whereby the two small chapels would be 
combined into one larger chapel for use by all 
denominations. The idea was well received by 
members of both the Roman Catholic and 
Protestant congregations and given the 
necessary approval. However, finance for this 
venture has not yet been forthcoming and we 
wait to see whether or not these plans will 
come to fruition. 

., 
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The Sunday School has made good use of 
its new premises and even threatens to outgrow 
them! We continue to benefit from the 
dedication of Lieutenant Commander and 
Mrs Buchanan, Mrs McCabe, Mrs Mort and 
Mrs Hubbard, who have run the Sunday 
School this year. The Family Services held 
fmm time to time have sought to bring parents 
and children together in worship. 

Small groups have met when possible for 
Bible Study and there has been some contact 
with the Christian Fellowship Group at 
Albatross through functions held there. 

The Chaplains have worked closely together 
this year in the running of Character Guidance 
courses and continue to find this aspect of 
their work both challenging and encouraging. 

Our thanks to all who have given of their 
time and talents towards the life of the Church 
here at J ervis Bay. 

CAPT. P. Ross, RAN cuts HMAS Creswe/l's 26th 
birthday cake with the aid of ABMTP G. Viney . 



COLLEGE NOTES 

As the College found itself well on its way 
towards the end of the year, the Midshipmen 
worked a bit harder to ensure good academic 
results. The llC, with the light at the end of 
the tunnel getting very close, battle the perils 
of 'fourth sessionitus' in an effort to avoid that 
extra six months. For ID there was a growing 
anticipation of what was in store for them in 
1984 as University Midshipmen at HMAS 
Watson with the bright lights of Sydney close 
at hand. For IC, with a few more class mates 
after mid-year exams, they look forward to 
taking over the reins of power at the College 
as the senior class. 

The 1983 Creswell Cup was once again 
keenly contested by all, with Jervis Division 
rising to the occasion. Jervis also rose to the 
occasion a week later when they defeated the 
junior sailors, senior sailors, and wardroom. 

Towards the end of the year the inter
divisional competition grew more and more 
intense but in the end Cook Division ran away 
the winners by an almost record margin. 'Well 
done!' to Cliff and his boys. 

1983 'wrapped up' with the December 
Passing Out Parade, Seatrain for ID and sail 
training for the crew of '0 NYA'. Much was 
gained in the latter two, especially in practical 
skills and a few 'salty dits'. 

1984 began with the arrival of the new IIC 
with Midshipman Addison in charge, backed 
up by the former IC crowd with two extras. 
Tony Powell and Danny O'Leary returned to 
u from Watson to join the senior cia s, eager 
to get back into the swing of things after being 
side-tracked at University. 

The 1984 G L entry arrived and quickly 
found themselves totally lost in the first few 
days of the new entry period. But after a few 
days they quickly settled down into the daily 
routine. Their first real glimpse of inter
divisional rivalry was the Pixley Cup Beach 
Olympics which was taken out by Cook 
Division. 

As the year progressed the College spirit 
grew as the sports competition on a divisional 
and College basis inspired all. Both the 
swimming and athletics teams showed fine 
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team spirit and efforts in the inter-service 
College competitions. 

The battle for 'Cock' Division began to take 
shape and it became evident that it would 
either be Jervis or Cook to come out on top. 
It was to be the tug-of-war competition that 
would decide it all, and with a victory to Cook 
Division the Cock Trophy was retained by 1. 
1. and his 'red men'. 

First session was 'wrapped up' with the 
Winter Passing Out Parade, a number of July 
Expeds, and the thought that the year was half 
over. 

CLASS IC 

This year, for the first time, Midshipmen at 
the College have recognised the true benefits 
of the Diploma of Applied Science. These 
genuinely aspiring naval officers have 
illustrated this fact with a large enrolment and 
keen participation in class activities this year. 

IC have excelled in all aspects of sporting 
life at RANC, having representatives in almost 
all teams. Paul Biess (cricket/ soccer/ Rugby 
Union / volleyball); Peter Quinn, Finn Blake 
and Phil Stangret (sailing); Kevin Sharp 
(soccer/ volleyball) and Jon White 
(soccer/cricket/ volleyball) are just a few of the 
many College sportsmen drawn from ICs 
ranks. 

The 'Crets' have aI 0 participated in two 
guards this year, in which they earned wide 
acclaim for their co-ordination and team-work 
in both rifle drill and bearing. Unfortunately, 
and to the great disappointment of all 
involved, the 'Beat the Retreat' at the July 
Passing Out Parade was cancelled. IC however, 
could not be beaten by the elements, and the 
ceremonial sunset was held in conjunction 
with the Nowra Spring Festival during the 
October long weekend. 

In the field of academics the Diploma 
students, through considerable effort, have 
found the 'happy medium'. All work 
requirements are completed to a high standard, 
while we remain the elite socialisers of the 
College. 



M I DN A. Howell clears an early obstacle in the annual competition for the Creswell Cup. 
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With second session more than half 
complete, we feel confident that we will attain 
good results at the end of this year, and take 
the reins of the Royal Australian Naval College 
next year full of class spirit and confidence. 

CLASS ID 

Class ID was undoubtedly the dominating 
group amongst the Class Is this year. This was 
not just due to our overwhelming numbers but 
was beqiUse of our continual achievement of 
excellence in all aspects of College life. 

It was interesting to note the differences 
prevalent between the various groups that were 
studying different degrees. The Engineers 
particularly were quick to distinguish 
themselves as either doing Mechanical or 
Electrical Engineering. One can only feel sorry 
for the Engineers condemned to a life of little 
or no sleep, and no spare time. The workload 
has obviously had an adverse effect on them 
as some claim to enjoy the life they lead. 

Another distinct group were those who 
claim to be Scientists. They live in constant 
fear of failure and a forced change to the 
Diploma Course. They try to lead a life of 
leisure while attempting to pass a deGree at the 
same time. They often become quiet and 
retreat to their cabins, this often occurs one 
or two days before a physics or chemistry test. 
They later emerge frowning and muttering 
and, with lemming-like dedication, march 
around the Quarterdeck to tackle the problems 
in question. Despite all this they manage 
(unlike the Engineers) to maintain a relatively 
high level of contact with the real world. 

Those fortunates who are studying a 
Bachelor of Arts are perhaps the luckiest 
students at the College. They are often scorned 
by fellow IDs but are quick to realise that this 
is nothing but a twisted form of jealousy. 
Artists put in a great deal of work after hours 
and are frequently seen sitting or laying down 
with their eyes firmly closed, obviously in deep 
contemplation of some metaphysical problem 
that has been worrying them. All these groups 
make up ID and we are all set to take Sydney 
by storm next year (well, most of us anyway). 
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CLASS IIC 

Well the year started with a bang for Class IlC 
Diploma of Applied Science in 1984. Division 
changes saw Mark Todd and Dave Byrne join 
Phillip Division from Flinders and Jervis. We 
were joined at the beginning of the year by 
Danny O'Leary and Tony Powell who both 
detested living at Watson. Class membership 
stood at 20. 

'Exercise Seatrain' at the beginning of the 
year proved to be one of the professional (and 
social) highlights of 1984. The two-week return 
trip to Coffs Harbour from Sydney was 
enjoyed immensely by all concerned. 'Look at 
Melbourne, Bob! !'. By the way, who was that 
'old man' with the green face leaning over the 
stern of Bass clutching two pieces of dry 
bread? Did I hear someone say 'Tex'? 'Syph' 
nearly got mutton-bird for lunch and 'Horse 
Toddy' confounded everyone by racking out 
on the engine room decking. 

Studies started off with some gusto (for 
about a week) and soon we were off on 
another expedition down the steamy waters of 
the Kangaroo River (or under if you happened 
to be in Skull and Warren's canoe). Danny and 
Dave's 'submarine canoe' also needed a few 
adjustments mainly in the re-surfacing area. 

College representative sport has drawn on 
the vast reserves of talent within IlC with 
Mark Todd, Mick Addison, Peter Gilchrist, 
Matt Houston and Bob Plath all giving star 
performances in Rugby Union while Andrew 
Dunlop and Simon Thorn continue to wreak 
havoc against opposing teams in hockey. 
Soccer at RANC is on a good footing with IlC 
members Phil AlIen, Ross Taverner, and Dave 
Byrne providing skill and experience from the 
previous season. RANC did not have an 
Aussie Rules team this year but that didn't stop 
Danny O'Leary and Ashley Goode giving up 
their time to play for nearby HMAS Albatross. 
Tony Powell did us all proud when he 
represented both Navy and Defence Forces in 
snow skiing in Australia and in Europe. 

One of our class members-Charlie 'Chuck' 
Caiger left us in July for the sunnier shores 
of Bondi and we all wish him success in the 
future. 



I t has been said by many people that the 
Navy has a long tradition of providing 
individuals with weird and wonderful nick
names. Not being ones to break with tradition, 
our class has built up a fine collection of nick
names to rank with the best, and no class 
report would be complete without a list of 
class members: 

Mick Addison 
Phi I Allen 

Addo 
Syph 
Irish 

Chuck 
Mick 

Dunny 
Algernon 

Goodo 
Gudge 

Skull 
Tex 
Bill 

Finbarr 
Jack-Jack 

Bob 

Dave Byrne 
Charlie Caiger 
Mick Collins 
Andrew Dunlop 
Peter Gilchrist 
Ashley Goode 
Chris Gudgin 
Michael Gulyas 
Matthew Houston 
William Jacomb 
Daniel O'Leary 
Jonathon Peacock 
Robert Plath 
Anthony Powell 
Warren Reynolds 
Ross Taverner 
Simon Thorn 

Powy 
Warren 

Funnel-web 
Thorny 

Horse/ Toddy Mark Todd 

CLASS 2D 

The 83Ds started 1984 with the Engineers 
basking at sunny Nirimba while the 
seaman/ supply Midshipmen were finding that 
the Battenburg was indeed a Baffleburg for a 
lucky few. But as our trusty Nav instructor . 
barked, ' Don't let it all worry you lads-you 
can only get lost, kicked and yelled at-then 
you just start all over again'. Such comforting 
words! With a sigh of relief, academics 
commenced on March 5th-we were safe until 
May. 

When May finally arrived Watson 
converged on Creswell and it was then that we 
seemed to set a precedent for nearly all our 
subsequent PNT weeks at Holiday Camp 
Creswell. Watson Midshipmen being of a 
different approach or calibre to the locals 
found it virtually impossible to pass through 
unscathed-unfortunately, this seemed to 

mean the sentry would find it very hard to 
raise that big heavy boomgate at 1600 on 
Friday. 
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Quite understandably, Creswell quakes in 
their boots when Watson is invited to attend 
a sporting meeting, and not without cause. At 
the swimming Mark Sheaves, Mick Lowry, Ian 
Falls and Dean Moles to mention a few, 
showed Class I and 11 just how to win. Add 
this to a fantastic team effort relay and 
deafening cheer squad and the result is the 
unsurprising run away win. The 3Ds and 4Ds 
were runners-up, naturally. 

. Consequently, we filled many of the places 
in the College team to swim at Duntroon. 
Although perhaps a little unsuccessful in the 
pool, from all accounts it was an excellent 
weekend. 

Athletics at the College was an exhibition 
of some excellent performances from all 
involved, especially the fine win by 3rd and 4th 
year, while 20 took out a mighty third place. 
However, rugby vs the College proved a slight 
upset initially but in the second game when 
it counted, we showed Creswell who were the 
real victors. 

July exams were perhaps not everyone's 
answer to a great term-and some paid the 
price, but we did welcome Ian Dunbabin back 
to the pay queue. 

After an almost relaxing two weeks leave in 
July, followed by a dose of Creswell we 
returned to the Library lawn at Kensington. 
Although the engineers were forced to endure 
a tough three weeks leave. However, Watson 
showed a very high involvement in July expeds, 
and completely dominated the highly 
'successful Kokoda trail, in fact Creswell had 
only one entrant in this real man's nature walk. 
In a similar fashion we showed Creswell just 
how to have a ski-exped. Meanwhile, John 
Hunt, Andrew Smith and Peter Talbot were 
showing us how to Lang Loff-they were all 
selected for the Navy cross-country ski team. 
Al Hill also enjoyed the limelight showing us 
how real men ski by securing a place in the 
Downhill team. Congratulations must also go 
to P. P. Anderson (P. P.) who won his division 
of the Australian Inter-Varsity Windsurfing 
Championships and then sailed in the World 
Intervarsity Championships in Malta. 
Meanwhile, Mick Rossendell and Andrew 
Williams have had the rare occasion to 
challenge Lieutenant Collins to a round of 
golf-the results however, seem hard to come 



by. Following last year's gliding exped, don't 
be surprised if on a weekend while glancing 
skywards you see Mick Hardy or Duncan 
Pudney-they've both been bitten by the 
'Birdie Bug'. Mick glides but is now working 
on his restricted private licence while Duncan 
is chasing his commercial licence. And Steve 
Miller, our resident compulsive runner, finally 
conceded to a brief hernia operation but has 
raced back into training. 

During August PNT the rather salty BAs 
sailed daily across Sydney Harbour to NBCD 
at Penguin. To their astonishment they found 
PNT can even be enjoyable. Meanwhile the 
others trekked southwards to Creswell. Alas 
the boomgate once again had difficulties for 
some. Midshipman Maley then went on to be 
runner up in the State public speaking 
competition. 

Although the envious often seem to address 
Watson as 'Hotel Watson' or 'Club Mid' we 
still keep in touch with the grey Navy through 
ceremonial divisions, liaison visits and mess
dinners. The liaison visits have always been 
great value and we've all had the chance to 
meet some quite inspirational officers, while 
the mess-dinners have been both riotous and 
traditional. The most recent was an all 
Midshipmen's dinner with the entertaining 
Noel Port and Michael Maley at the helm. 

Don't be mistaken however, and think that 
Wardroom life is confined to mess dinners and 
buffets. In fact, some of the best times had 
by all have been the 'Raging Watson Discos' 
and the disco held for the Miss NSW Quest 
entrants-all challenging demands on young 
officers but we meet the challenge. 

And so the 1983 Degree stream Mid hipmen 
leave little doubt that the traditions of Watson 
have been perpetuated and believe that given 
the chance all Midshipmen should strive for 
such opportunities. 
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FLINDERS DIVISION 

On a warm afternoon in the middle of January 
1984, a whole new College unit was formed 
which unknown then was to give a frightening 
shake to the grip of those who held the Cock 
Division trophy. Despite the nervous exterior, 
the group exuded zest and ambition. The 
twenty-one new General List were from then 
known as Flinders Division. 

In the weeks that followed many hardships 
were encountered as this gro4P of teenagers 
was transformed from civilian High School 
graduates to confident, proud military 
personnel. It did not take long before a 
powerful and perceptible spirit developed 
amongst Flinders Division which adopted the 
name 'The Tigers'. This spirit was kept with 
vigour until the end of two hard semesters, 
marking the end of first year General List. 

Flinders Division became known as 'the fun 
Division' or 'the Divvy Do Division' for we 
were unmatched in both areas. To live in such 
a relaxed style was the result of the Flinders 
middies knowing when to perform militarily, 
and coming up to RANC standard quickly 
and maintaining that standard efficiently. 

In the first semester, Flinders Division had 
nothing to lose and everything to gain. And 
gain we did. Despite coming last in swimming 
that was the last time the Tigers cou ld be 
called 'The Cleaning Up Division' for we never 
shamed ourselves. Through a semester of 
softball, volleyball, basketball, cricket, Aussie 
Rules, and Rugby we excelled, culminating in 
an exhilarating victory in Rugby. Thi is the 
fourth year in a row the Tiger have dominated 
Rugby Union. On Divisions, Flinders Division 
marched themselves into second placing, 
whilst in debating we were in a class of our 
own absolutely crushing the opposition. 
Thanks must be extended to Bill Jacomb, 
Mark Napier and Peter Bowers for their work 
in this area and sparking enthusiasm. On a 
cold wet day, on the eve of July Passing Out 
Parade, it was announced FIinders was no 
longer last and had moved up a notch into 
third position. Big things were expected in 
semester two. 

Semester two came and with the Tigers 
refreshed we began our onslaught. In approxi
mately eight short weeks we dominated hockey 



and soccer, performed admirably in golf, and 
came in a very close second to Cook in tennis. 
This put us within reach of Cock Division, and 
with second placings in the cross-country and 
Creswell Cup, the battle continued. We had 
many functions such as a night down at Links 
House, a night out in 'Hugeys Place' at Sussex 
Inlet, a Ladies Dining In Night and a function 
at the Woolaway Woolshed. Flinders Division 
has the strongest sailing division the College 
has ever known with many experts. One of the 
finest small-boat sailors in Australia, and must 
be in the highest class in the world, Shaun 
Anderson, has had no competition at RANC 
and his leadership has inspired others. Chris 
Gudgin, the 'big boat' sailor has adapted well 
to the College boats and has performed 
excellently, as well as Peter Quinn. The rest of 
the Division has crewed competently. 

Flinders Division ~waits the end of the year 
to see how we went in Cock scoring. As a 
Divisional Midshipman of Flinders I have 
been proud to lead such an enthusiastic, 
proud, ambitious group of young Australian 
Servicemen. 

FLINDERS DIVISION SPORTING NAMES 

Hockey 
Dayid Coyle (C) 
Euwin McLaren 
Beau Jobson 
Peter Bowers 
Rugby 
Robert Humphreys 
Matt Houston 
Soccer 
Mike Deeks (DO) 
David Frith 

Wayne Gordon 
Milton Treeby 
Alan Dyer 
Aussie Rules 
David Wright 
David Coyle 
Shaun Anderson 
Peter Barnes 
Basketball 
Chris Gudgin 
Robert Hope 

Lieutenant S. B. S. Pringle, RAN, the Museum Officer, and Ms Mary Linnane, the Librarian, with the Midshipman's 
dirk donated to the RANC Museum by Mr R. Hall of Nowra. The dirk originally belonged to Captain Charles Poignard, 
RN who joined the Royal Navy in 1894 and served until 1922. 
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Cricket 
David Frith 
David Wright 
David Coyle 
Robert Humphreys 
Cross-Country 
Wayne Gordon 
Lochiel Crafter 
David Frith 
Sailing 
Shaun Anderson 
Peter Quinn 
Chris Gudgin 
Squash 
Chris Gudgin 
Peter Bowers 

Debating 
William Jacomb 
Mark Napier 
Mike Finlayson 
Lochiel Crafter 
Peter Bowers 
Wolfgang Miko 
Golf 
Robert Humphreys 
David Wright 
Athletics 
Wayne Gordon 
Euwin McLaren 
Robert Humphreys 
Lochiel Crafter 

PHILLIP DIVISION 

Second Session 1983 
The Division attacked the session with a new 
found vigour and vitality after a triumphant 
win as Cock Division. After a rather confused 
swapping of Divisional Chiefs, we found ours 
and Chief Radke joined the honoured and 
always lent his 'support' to any Divisional 
functions. 

We felt we were the Division of 'real men' 
when Midshipman Michael Maley and OM 

DIVISIONAL MIDSHIPMEN 

'Dog' Manger returned from the Kokoda Trail 
expedition later quoted as 'the real men's 
exped!'. 

I n the interdivisio nal cross-country, Phillip 
Division were victorious with Midshipman 
Steve Miller finishing first, and the illust rious 
OM coming in at third place. 

The Creswell Cup proved to be a real com
petition of inter-divisional talents as many in 
Phillip tested and displayed previously unseen 
skill s. Through a ser ies of unfortunate 
circumstances, Phillip gained a hard earned 
second to Jervis, following last year's example. 

Several of the Division saw changes to both 
course and place of study with the Division's 
Queensland contingent of BSc students 
coming back again as IC in 1984. Apart from 
the Queenslanders most made it to the placid 
waters of Watson. Congratulations and good 
luck to Midshipman 'Dunny' Dunlop who was 
selected as OM of Phillip for 1984. 

First Session 1984 
First session 1984 was certainly to be one of 
change for Phillip. It began with the arrival 
of the bewildered New Entry, 24 of which 
swelled Phillip Division, and One Class I. 
Along with the new entry, although hard to 
distinguish amongst the towering newly 
arrived, Midshipman Danny O'Leary joined 

L 10 R: C. Maxworthy, D. Duniop, R. Piath, J. Peacock, M. Collins, CMIDN M. Addiso n, M . Warren. 
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Phillip as a Class Il, and was accompanied by 
Midshipman Tony Powell both from Watson. 
Vowing to pledge Phillip's seniority, 
Midshipman Mark Todd, previously hailing 
from Flinders Division, added to the Class 1I 
group, as did Midshipman Dave Byrne from 
Jervis. 

Phillip's prowess never faltered as our 
participation in such events as the swimming 
carnival and the Pixley Cup, however success 
was not to be ours on the day. Despite this, 
our sailing proved to be consistent with a 
broad section of the Division participating. 

Chief Radke's departure temporarily left 
Phillip 'Chiefless' but this spot was to be filled 
by an experienced hand-Chief Wotton. 
(Experienced perhaps being the understate
ment of the decade, or is it century???) 

The change in Phillip went as high as the 
DO when Lieutenant Spruce completed his 
time as PDO. At a Divisional occasion of 
suitable grandeur at Coolangatta, Lieutenant 
Nicol took command as new PDO and tried 
to assure the Division that he had no lasting 
ties with the detested RMC. 

With an inspired social programme Phillip 
Division's aggressive and challenging spirit is 
seen to flourish as we work hard and play 
harder. 

Despite little success, as far as victories go, 
(mostly due to bad luck) Divisional spirit has 
remained extremely high, the division as a 
whole working as a team, and all proud to be 
in Phillip Division. 

COOK DIVISION 

Session 11 1983 
Cook Division, after being narrowly defeated 
in the Cock Division competition in session 
one, tackled session two with renewed vigour. 

In the opening rounds of sport Cook 
defeated Phillip in convincing style in softball 
46 points to six. This was the style that was 
to become common place for Cook 
throughout the session. 

Aside from winning the Solarno Cup, 
Gibson Shield, and most Divisional sport, 
Cook members were very active on the College 
sporting scene, especially with our Governor-
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General's Cup winner, Mick Rossendell. He 
represented the College in athletics, soccer, 
basketball and cricket. 

In the Solarno Cup, Cook won all three 
races with one of the races being won by a mile 
and another beating Franklin over the line. 
The coxswain, Mick Addison, and crew were 
also dominant in the Gibson Shield where 
Cook members took out both the Tasar and 
Bosun dinghy sections. 

To cap off a very eventful session, Cook had 
a Ladies Dining In Weekend. This was enjoyed 
by all even if Ross Taverner dislocated his 
shoulder on Franklin whilst showing the ladies 
the ropes. 

The SLs who joined in September overcame 
their initial fears to be very effective supporters 
of divisional activities especially those 
involving the amber fluid. 

Gavan Murphy was even more vocal this 
session than the last (must be all the practice 
he got on deck). It took, on occasions, the 
whole opposition to overcome his often 
colourful supporting. 

Who could forget the rivalry between the 
Six Foot Club (SFC-G. Murphy, J. Peacock 
and T. Raeside) and the Short Peoples 
Lubrication Organisation (SPLO ably led by 
Bungy Williams and his sidekick Phil Alien). 
Many a hazardous night was spent on deck 
swearing allegiance to these various 
organisations. 

The highlight of the whole session (apart 
from our DMs nocturnal activities) was 
undoubtedly the winning of Cock Division by 
54 points and the celebrations that ensued. 

Session One 1984 
The Cook new entry appeared quite perplexed 
at the start of their naval career but overcame 
this quickly to beat the opposition in the 
Pixley Cup. The swimming followed with 
Cook leading for most of the day but losing 
it to Jervis in the last event. In the athletics, 
with the aid of FOSLEX officer from PNG, 
Mark Mosoman, Cook secured second 
position. 

This was also about the same time that John 
D'Alessandro was the last Cook GL to finish 
his task book thus making Cook the first 
Division to have all its Class Is with boards. 



The Class I Is had a very eventful seatrain 
with Cook members dominating in the suntan 
stakes as well as the painting of the side of 
Bass in rough weather. 

The Foster Cup was keenly contested and 
saw the Divisional sailing talents pull out a 
second place for Cook. 

The Divisional Mess Dinner was a success 
with the usual post dinner joviality being the 
order of the night. A mistake by OM Peacock 
cost him a game of roulette with three beer 
cans with the luck swaying his way. Lieutenant 
Grezl managed to help the Class lIs defeat the 
Class Is in tug-o-war. Chief Marsh entertained 
the division with his many and varied 'Supply' 
(HMAS) stories. 

The exams saw a somewhat disappointing 
effort from Cook Division with a number 
falling victim to the Relative Velocity exam, 
and the Class Is with Chemistry. A concerted 
effort next session will see a higher standard 
attained by all. Phil Allen held up the Division 
with his normal round of distinctions and 
credits as did Bill Triffitt. 

One of our number was swept off his feet 
by a lovely young lady and tra--ed into taking 
those ominous vows. Paul Wright is showing 
those signs of being harassed but to this point 
has not gone bald. 

The tug-o-war was the climax of the session 
and was the decider for Cock Division. Cook 
put in a most gallant effort in both A and B 
teams with the A team pulling the Jervis team 
off their feet. Thus the session culminated in 
another victory for Cook, making the run two 
in a row for Cock Division. 

The Divisional Chief is now Chief Petty 
Officer Quartermaster Gunner Bob Welton 
who is just off the white fleet of our Navy. 

The Divisional Officer Lieutenant Blake 
likes Australia so much he is extending his tour 
by two months. His wife, Sara-Jane is heavily 
pregnant and will have the child in Australia. 

Cook Division over this last year has been 
very active on the sporti ng field and in social 
life; wiih two Cock Division wins in two 
sessions Cook looks to make it a hat-trick this 
coming session. 
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JERVIS DIVISION 

Second Session 1983 
By now Jervis Division was able to settle down 
and come fully to grips with Cock Division 
for second session. The 'Christian' effect and 
influence on Jervis was such as to ensure a 
strong Jervis showing in 1983. 

The sessions first 'Do' was a car observation 
rally, organised by Ian Jempson and Dave 
Luck. Nobody was really sure what to expect. 
Perhaps an invitation of Kokoda by car? As 
it turned out the rally was a great success and 
provided driving to rival (!?) the James Hardie 
1000. 

The big event for second session was the 
Jervis exped 27 August 1983 to 28 August 
1983. The walk was to Pigeon House via 
Castle Flat. 'Pongo' Mu1cahy spun waries of 
how rough it was in 'Nam'. Another man 
deserving an award for bravery would be Bob 
'Tarzan' Plath who, in water cold enough to 
freeze a four-ex, decided the Tarzan rope was 
worth a try. Despite his brave attempt the 
water proved too cold for even this intrepid (I 
didn't use this word, it comes straight from the 
log ed) Queenslander-just to show we're all 
human. 

In sport Jervis had a great session. In the 
cross-country Jervis came a close second yet 
it was in the Creswell Cup of '83 where the 
Jervis spirit was to shine through. Jervis 
finished in such a time as to allow a lot of J 
troop to shower before they were awarded the 
Cup. The lead was created by 'Superman' 
Gerry Gogan on the first leg (by the way why 
does it eem Jervi are capable of climbing a 
rope?) and was strengthened by a strong team 
effort-particularly the valiant effort of 
Mandy Boardman, our great wheelbarrow 
jockey. 

All in all with SLs, sport and activities, 
Jervis Division proved to be an active place 
during second session. It was only misfortune 
which kept Jervis from the No. 1 position in 
Cock Division. By December however just 
about everyone was keen to go home and enjoy 
some well deserved leave. Much thanks to the 
departing DO, Lieutenant Christian, and our 
OM 'Pixie' Beames. 



First Session 1984 

What can we say-the faces may be different 
but the situations, problems and emergencies 
are the same. 1984 GL arrived on 16 January 
1984 to a whole new world. Language guides 
many thought should have been provided. 
What did you say about that knife and fork? 
Why should my socks be rolled like that? 
Despite these and many other problems faced 
by the New Entry the newly-formed Jervis 
began to gather itself for the new year. Not 
only was the Division new but the new DO, 
Lieutenant Mapson, was a newcomer to 
RANC. It was thus with quiet but realistic 
confidence Jervis started 1984. 

Although the year started slowly with Jervis 
being co-cleaneruppers at the Pixley Cup the 
pattern for 1984 was set at the swimming 
carnival where Jervis ran out convincing 
winners. This was followed by a great showing 
in Divisional sport, particularly Rugby. In all 
team sports Jervis spirit filled the field while 
not always graceful the team support was 
always evident. Some special awards for sport 
must go to Dave 'Possum' Jones-How to 
tackle Mark Todd without really trying; Ken 
'Wo1l?bat' Klaasen-Why do I always get hurt 
at Divvy sport; and Scott 'Bronski-Spud' 
Hamilton-How to intimidate all the field 
without really trying. In a close fought battle 
for sport, which saw Jervis also winning the 
athletics carnival, Jervis was to gain many 
points for the elusive Cock trophy. However 
sport, while filling a great deal of our time, 
didn't completely fill the days of Jervis. 
Division. Social activities (and occasionally 
academics) also filled a great deal of our time. 
The major activity was the Jervis Division 
Ladies Dining In Night. Being the first of its 
kind held in the year, and the only one in the 
session, proved to be a tremendous success. 
Matt Brown tried to explain that the reason 
for spilling his port had something to do with 
an ancient Aboriginal celebration of Gividgi 
day but, as our DO said, 'Mr Brown, you can 
buy the lady on my ... ' hard luck Matt. The 
dancing and partying went on to the early 
hours of the morning with many relationships 
blossoming but none could equal the impact 
of Nigel Townsend's love-well done Ralph. 
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Another highlight was the Jervis Divisional 
exped to Pigeon House. In the week before 
Passing Out Parade, Jervis Division went out 
on its first exped. The two day trip proved to 
be a great time with many new meds being 
constructed from the I-man rat packs issued 
to the hikers. In addition, the stayers, such as 
Adam 'I've really got to go' GrunseII, showed 
us the form which proved their endurance. The 
trip was enjoyed by all particularly Scotty PTI 
Hamilton who proved the truism that 'if God 
intended us to fly he would have given us 
wings' with his performance on the flying fox. 
A great time was had by all and many thanks 
to Gerry Gogan and Dave Luck who led the 
trip and to Mick 'Killer' Noonan and Stuart 
'Hank' Mayer for doing the organising. 

All in alf second session proved a great 
success for Jervis-an introduction to the 
RAN and a new way of life was made easier 
by 'our Class lIs and OM, a close and hard 
fought second in Cock Division losing out by 
only five points, and a great number of stories 
to write home about indeed proved Jervis had 
'Triumph in our Talons'. 



SOCCER 

The RANC soccer team this year competed in 
the Second Division of the Shoalhaven District 
Amateur Soccer Association competition. 
With the majority of last year's team having 
departed Creswell it was necessary to mould 
together almost an entirely new team. 
Fortunately this year's new entry included 
several very talented players. 

The season started with a knock-out com
petition between all grades and despite very 
little pre-season training, the team showed 
great spirit and potential. 

Realising that this was the year that the 
soccer team could achieve something 
spectacular, the players settled down to the 
rigours of training and soon established a 
reputation amongst the opposing teams that 
we were not a team to be taken lightly. 
Although several setbacks were encountered 
with some players leaving RANC the team had 
enough depth to continue to perform 
creditably. 

During the season the College team defeated 
every other team bar one in the competition 
and was unlucky in a number of other matches 
to record draws. At the completion of the 
season the team had won five matc!les, drawn 
six, and lost seven and were in fourth position. 

The semi-final against rivals Culburra 
proved to be a torrid match in which the 
College team started very slowly and gave away 
two early goals. The team spirit that has been 
with us throughout the season again rallied 
and by half time the scores were level. A 
determined effort in the second half saw a 
number of shots go wide of the goal before 
we eventually took the lead. The team then 
held on to win 3-2 and proceeded to the final 
against Shoalhaven Heads. 

The final was probably the best match of 
the season with the team starting off hard and 
fast and not allowing the opposition time to 

. settle. After leading one-nil at half time the 
College team came home strongly in the 
second naIf to eventually win 5-0 and get the 
chance to play H uskisson in the Grand Final. 

During the season the team took off from 
the local competition to participate in the 
Albatrossl Nirimba Cup at HMAS Nirimba. 
After a loss in the first round the team 
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proceeded into the competItIOn for the 
Albatross Shield and were unlucky to lose in 
the semi-final. 

Key members this year included the ever
reliable defenders Midshipmen David Frith 
and Nicholas Turvey; half back Midshipman 
Jon White; and forwards Midshipmen Phil 
AlIen, Ken Klaasen and Wayne Gordon. The 
team was also well supported by the Ship's 
Company with ABCK Sam Reid, LSMTP 
Chris Leikas and LSSR Michael Bennett 
proving themselves invaluable. Their 
experience, along with that of coach, 
Lieutenant Mike Deeks, has been a good 
influence on the younger players. 

SAILING 
The 1983-84 sailing season saw the return of 
the RANC to the top level competitive racing 
when the College chartered the yacht Onya of 
Gosford for entry in the Sydney to Hobart 
Yacht Race. 

After an absence of nearly a decade from 
this level of competition the College teams led 
by Lieutenant Glen Starling and PO Ken King, 
did creditably by coming 113th out of 170 
starters. The race team also included Midship
men Henderson, Jempson, Lloyd, Quinn, 
Gudgin, and Addison. 

Within the College, the annual sailing 
competitions have uncovered a host of fine 
sailors. The 1983 Gibson Shield was a c1ose
fought series of six races with CMIDN Mike 
Addison winning the event by the narrowest 
of margins. 

The 1984 intake of Midshipmen provided 
the College with some fresh talent and the 
Forster Cup ser ies held in the first sess ion 
provided them with a good opportunity to 
show their form. Flinders Division won the 
event from Cook Division who hung on 
tenaciously right up to the seventh and last 
race which was sailed in Bosuns, Tasars and 
Endeavours. 

The Peter Sharp single-handed dinghy com
petition was sailed for the first time in Tasar 
dinghies in 1984. In somewhat of a one-horse 
race series, Midshipman Shaun Anderson 
dominated the event to emerge victorious. 
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RANC SOCCER TEAM 
Back Row (L to R): LS S. Bennett, LEUT M. Deeks, N. Turvey, B. Young, P. Alien, LS C. Leikas, D. Byrne, J. White, W. Gordon, K. Klaasen. 
Front Row (L to R): A. Dwyer, R. Richardson, D. Frith, D. Luck, R. Taverner, R. McManus, M. Treeby. 



Midshipman Anderson has had a very 
successful season having been awarded colours 
for sailing after representing the RAN in the 
NSW Inter-service sailing competition. He has 
also represented the College against RANSA 
and has competed in several state and national 
windsurfer championships, the most notable 
being the Australian Inter-Varsity Champion
ship in which he came second in his class. 

The College fared well against RANSA in 
the challenge for the John Curtis Memorial 
Trophy, soundly beating the opposition on 
Sydney Harbour. 

Other Midshipmen who have performed 
well on the water this season include CMIDN 
Mike Addison and Midshipmen Chris Gudgin, 
Peter Quinn, Teri Marquardt, Phil Stanford 
and Finn Blake. 

SQUASH 

Squash at the College continues to grow in 
popularity. More players are practising 
regularly each week and the standard of play 
is improving. Three teams, the Cruisers, the 
Destroyers and the Frigates, are entered in the 
local Shoalhaven Squash Association Pennant 
Competition. 

In the second half of 1983 the Midshipman's 
team, the Frigates, played in Division 9. The 
team of Gerry Gogan (C), Mick Collins, 
Simon Thorn, Colin Beames and Mike Todd 
was ably supported by Dan Gray, Ross 
Taverner, Tony Tham and Warren Reynolds 
who were reserves. The team was able to try 
many winning (?) combinations with so many 
keen, energetic players from which to choose. 
However despite very high hopes at the 
beginning of the season, the team failed to 
reach the potential expected of it. 

Also in the second half of 1983, the Cruisers 
played in Division 6. The team consisted of 
Captain P. Ross (who came out of retirement 
as he had threatened after our poor showing 
in the previous season), Lieutenant Com
mander J: Buchanan, Lieutenant 1. Whalan, 
and Lieutenant S. Abson. They played well 
throughout the season, were always in first or 
second position after each round of the 
competitions and narrowly lost the Grand 
Final. 
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(Editor's note: The team is li sted in rank 
order-not playing order, so as not to offend 
those older, more senior officers.) 

In a closely contested final, Mick Collins 
beat Chris Gudgin in the annual College 
Championships. 

With the New Entry joining in January 1984 
there were high hopes that some stars would 
appear from the selection tour to bolster the 
Frigates team. Sure enough Mick Noonan and 
Peter Bowers joined the now DMID Mick 
Collins and Chris Gudgin. The team now had 
strength in depth and was undefeated 
throughout the season, taking out both the 
minor and major premierships. 

In the higher ranks the Creswell Cruisers 
moved up to Division 5 and surprised itself by 
again being runner-up. Lieutenant S. Rodgers 
joined the team while Captain P. Ross made 
three guest appearances. 

As we go to print, performances in the latest 
pennant competition are very encouraging. 
Mick Collins has had to withdraw from the 
Frigates due to injury but has been ably 
replaced by Lieutenant Commander D. Hart. 

Several staff members must be thanked for 
their support throughout the year. In 
particular special thanks must go to Mr 
Charlie Clark, who was on exchange from the 
Canberra College of Advanced Education for 
the first part of 1984. Mr Clark is an 
accomplished sq uash player and was always 
willing to come to training and coach us. 
Thanks also to Lieutenant J. Whalan, who as 
a JE in 1972 played squash for the College and 
won a runners-up badge. We wish him well as 
he leaves the Navy to join the Public Service. 
Finally we thank Lieutenant Commander J. 
Buchanan for his support and encouragement 
throughout the year. 

LIFESAVING IN 1984 

The Royal Life Saving Society of Australia 
issued a new Swimming and Life Saving 
Manual at its annual conference in October' 
1983. This manual outlines a scheme of 
swimming and lifesaving training starting in 
the first year of school, with successively 
increasing ski ll level s through to the last year 
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RANC SAILING TEAM 
Back Row (L 10 R): C. Gudgin, J. Peacock, P. Quinn, LEUT M . Deeks. 
Fronl Row (L 10 R): D. While, M . Addi son, S. Anderson. 

RANC SQUASH TEAM 
Back Row (L 10 R): LCDR J. Buchanan, M. Collins, C. Gudgin . 
Fronl ROIv (L 10 R): M. Noonan, P. Bowers. 



of High School. As part of this scheme the 
old award, the Bronze Cross, has been 
dropped and the standard of the Bronze 
Medallion increased to its level. The pre
requisite for the Bronze Medallion is set at the 
Senior Swim and Survive level. 

Since every Midshipman joining the College 
has had life saving training, it was decided that 
all New Entry should attempt the Senior Swim 
and Survive. This course was first conducted 
with the 1984 entry in January. 

The award is aimed at building the confi
dence and survival skills of a swimmer. It does 
not teach any rescue or resuscitation skills. 
Consultation with the New South Wales 
Branch of the RLSSA, and in accordance with 
the Society's drive to teach as many people 
cardio pulmonary resuscitation as possible, it 
was decided that the Resuscitation Certificate 
should be attempted as well. This course was 
firstly conducted with the SL Entry in August. 

It is planned to conduct a Senior 
Resuscitation course, and a Sub-Aqua Bronze 
Medallion course towards the end of the year. 
These will be aimed mainly at the diving 
fraternity, but the SR will be open to all 
interested parties. 

The RAN College was awarded two 
pennants during the year. One for a second 
placing in the Australian Shield Competition, 
and the other a progress pennant. These have 
been placed in the Sportsmans Bar. 

HOCKEY 

This year the Creswell hockey team faired 
quite well making it to the Grand Finals of the 
Shoal haven Men's Hockey Association 
competition. The team proved to be the 
optimum mix of fresh new blood, seasoned 
veterans, solid backs and explosive forwards. 
Simon Thorn captained the side this year 
leading the team through training session and 
game alike. 

Creswell got off to an outstanding start 
posting wins in their first five' matches 
including an inspirational victory over local 
rivals Albatross. Unable to maintain the 
momentum the team faltered a little at mid
season and lost a number of close games. With 
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the July leave period approaching and a 
number of back logged byes yet to be counted 
against Creswell, a win was sorely needed over 
Ulladulla. An earlier controversial loss to 
Ulladulla set the stage for what proved to be 
the team's best game of the regular season. 
The ensuing 1-0 win, after a very hard fought 
contest, earned Creswell a fourth place finish 
for the minor premiership and gave them the 
much needed psychological boost for the 
play-offs. 

In the minor Semi-Finals Creswell defeated 
Gerringong 4-1 and displayed some of the 
finest passing and teamwork of the year. This 
victory placed them in the finals against 'Dads 
Army'. This was the only team Creswell had 
been unable to beat during the regular season. 
A goal from a penalty stroke by Dave Coyle 
in the last minutes of the game proved to be 
the winning margin. This victory advanced the 
team to the Grand Final against the minor 
premiers the Berry Wanderers. 

The Grand Final proved to be a frustrating 
match for Creswell. A series of unfortunate 
short corners and penalty strokes were the 
team's undoing. The 3-2 final score indicated 
the closeness of the contest and the criticality 
of the penalties. 

Despite the disappointing outcome of the 
Grand Final it was a fine season for the 
Creswell side in the local competition 
providing some excellent hockey for all who 
viewed the games. 

In addition to the local competition 
Creswell also participated in two other events, 
the Jubilee Shield at Nirimba and the RMC 
game at Duntroon. Creswell took two teams 
to the Jubilee shield knockout competition 
with both experiencing the 'thrill of victory, 
and the agony of defeat'. The A team chalked 
up a 1-0 win over HMAS Perth and moved 
into the Shield draw. They bowed out, however 
2-0 to HMAS Kuttabul the eventual winners 
of the Shield. The B team lost their first game 
0-0 (??!!) on a back count of short corners and 
were placed in the Plate draw. A win in their 
next game moved them into the third round 
where a 1-0 defeat ousted them from the 
competition. 

Both teams were severely hampered by the 
poor condition of the pitch being accustomed 
as they were to the high quality of the 
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RANC HOCKEY TEAM 
Back Row (L to R): S. Thorn, C. Spinks, M. Brown, W. Barry, LEUT D. Blake, USN . 
From Row (L to R): B. Shearman, C. Bretmaisser, P. Bowers, D. Coyle, E. McLaren, D. Dunlop, J. Mead. 



Quarterdeck. History repeated itself at 
Duntroon when once again a rugged pitch 
disrupted the Creswell game style. 

The boggy and grassy condition at 
Duntroon took the College side by surprise. 
Not until late in the second half had the team 
somewhat adjusted to the conditions and 
modified their style. However, at that point it 
was too late and the Navy side found 
themselves down 4-0 with no time to recover. 

Part of hockey's wide appreciation is 
demonstrated in the spirit of the inter
divisional games. The College team was 
scattered amongst the Divisions with Cook 
Division favourites on paper with the majority 
of the players. For most of the players in the 
Divisional teams these were their first games 
of hockey and the College team members 
played an integral part in keeping the team 
working. At the end of the competition, 
Flinders emerged victors over the other 
Divisions after some torrid and extremely close 
games. 

Finally, the whole hockey team would sin
cerely like to thank Lieutenant Blake for his 
continuous support, encouragement and 
sound advice. Though being rather unfamiliar 
with the game of field hockey he quickly 
adapted and was as much a part of our success 
as any team member. 

That undaunting American spirit urged the 
team on week after week despite any prevailing 
circumstances. 

Memories of 84 Hockey: 

Craig Spinks 

Andrew Dunlop 

-Creswell's trump, the 
great, the incredible, the 
redundant Egypt Spinks. 
- Sight problem, gets 
black and white 
confused. 

'lohnno' lohnson -Missing the ball and 
hitting his boot, laid up 
for three weeks. 

'Moose' Gladsbrook-Heavy stick and girl-
friend, unsagging 
support. 

Cristian Bretmaisser-Most improved. 
Peter Bowers -How much he drank 

at Duntroon. 
Simon Thorn -Lots of DXMs and 

DHMs on Monday and 
Thursday afternoons. 
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Matt Brown 

Evan McLaren 

Hector Crawford 

Meady 

Dave Coyle 

Warren Barry 
Bruce Shearman 
'Popeye' Ashman 

Leut Blake 

-Genocide stick, let's 
get hungry Creswell. 
-Well ... Will Evan 
stop that elusive ball or 
will it hit his foot again? 
-Chasing wing balls 
and junior stops the ball 
for daddy. 
-Finding it hard to stay 
on his feet when concen
trating on running and 
keeping control of the 
ball. 
-Best and fairest for 
comp, tight Aussie Rules 
horts. 

-Go Yourself Warren. 
-Some flukey goals. 
-Renewed interest when 
finals were reached. 
-Hustle, Creswell, 
Hustle. 

VOLLEYBALL 

A determined team of Class I Midshipmen, 
under the watchful eye of Lieutenant Stuart 
Abson, tackled the established volleyball teams 
in Nowra, and played well with mixed success. 
However with the experience gained by the 
team in its first season, the prospects for the 
1984-1985 season look very promising indeed. 

CROSS-COUNTRY 

1984 was a mixed year for the College Cross
Country Team. However, the highlight was 
undoubtedly the final race, the 'Gate-to-Gate' 
at HMAS Penguin. The team was a mixture 
of Midshipmen and sailors and a fine spirit 
prevailed between all members. The team was 
selected from the top place getters in the inter
mess and inter-divisional competitions. 

In the inter-divisional competition, Cook 
won the overall trophy, despite only one person 
in the top ten. Winner was T. G. Marquardt; 
W. Gordon came second; and N. Townsend 
third. Phillip managed four in the top ten, yet 



finished last showing the high standard. In the 
inter-mess competition, LSSTD Bromley 
broke the course record as he led the junior 
sailors to a rousing win. 

The team's first race was the McCaffrey 
Challenge, an annual team race against Nowra 
AAC. The trend of the home team retaining 
the shield prevailed as RANC were crushed, 
obviously missing a few top runners. First 
RANC person was Midshipman Marquardt, 
who came in 4th, but the next RANC runner 
was a long way back. Then, as previously 
mentioned, the team competed in the 'Gate
to-Gate' fun run in which the team came a very 
creditable fifth out of 30 or so teams. Top 
place getter was LSSTD Bromley who came 
in third. With three more in the top twenty, 
our chances looked good but other teams had 
obviously trained a bit harder. Well done to 
all concerned. 

RANC VOLLEYBALL TEAM 

ATHLETICS 

The College has had a successful year in 
athletics. The Inter-divisional Athletics 
Carnival was held on 3 March 1984 with the 
University IlIlIVD Division being the overall 
winners. Only one new record was set on the 
day this being in the high jump. Midshipman 
Plath cleared 1.83 m, breaking the old record 
by 3 cm. The trophy winners were as follows: 

Smythe Cup 
(Hurdles) 

Morgan Shield 
(1500 m) 

E. W Carr Trophy 
(100 m) 

Clarke Cup 
(Shot Put) 

Dowling Shield 
(400 m) 

Midn. W. Gordon 

Midn S. Riedel 

2/ Lt R. Mossman 
PNGDF 

Midn. M. Webber 

Midn G. Gogan 

Back Row (L to R): K. Sharp, W. Miko, J. Blake, J. While. 
Front Row (L to R): K. Vanjonaporn, D. Jarvis, R. McManus, P. Biess. 
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Evan Trophy 
(5000 m) 

Franklin Trophy 
(Champion) 

Grimwade Cup 
(Champion 
Division) 

Midn S. Miller 

Midn A. Hill 

Uni lIIIIVD 

The College competed against the Nowra 
Athletics Club and Sydney University on 
18 March as a warm up for ISCAM. The 
Nowra AAC won the carnival with.the College 
coming second. 

ISCAM 84 was held at OCS Portsea on 
24 March 1984. The College team, consisting 
of nineteen athletes, came third overall, with 
40.5 points. RMC won the event with 74.5 
points. This result represents a vast 
improvement over the previous year, with the 
College being well clear of RAAFA and OCS. 

The only record broken on the day was in 
the pole vault. Midshipman A. Hill set a new 
ISCAM and College record at 4.0 m. 

Half Colours for Athletics were awarded to 
Midshipman T. Marquardt and 2/ Lt R. 
Mossman PNGDF. 

DIVING AT RANC 

The Sub-Aqua Club has been active this year 
in running courses and expeditions. A diving 
course was conducted during April in which 
five members were qualified, and a further 
course will be held in October for eight 
members of the Club. The diving courses are 
wholly organised and conducted by the Club, 
with instructors being hired from Canberra 
and diving equipment hired from Huskisson. 
This arrangement allows the Club to offer the 
courses at reduced cost, and also have an input 
into the structure of the course. 

Lieutenant Colonel W. Williams, President 
of the ACT branch of the Australian Under
water Federation conducted the April course 
and arranged for the affiliation of the Club's 
divers with the AUF. The October course will 
be conducted by Mr F. Poole, the National 
Director of Coaching for the Australian 
Underwater Federation. 
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The major event of the year was the diving 
expedition to the Great Barrier Reef. The Club 
provided a team of twelve divers to work in 
conjunction with the Great Barrier Reef 
Marine Park Authority and the Australian 
Institute of Marine Science to carry out a 
survey of various reefs off Townsville to 
determine the degree of crown-of-thorns 
starfish infestation and damage. 

The work was carried out successfully with 
no infestation found and only little damage 
observed on the reefs visited. Arrangements 
have been commenced to organise a repeat trip 
in July 1985. This expedition will be open to 
all members of the Club, with preference being 
given to members who have completed their 
Senior Resuscitation Certificate and Sub-Aqua 
Bronze Medallions. Courses in these qualifi
cations will be conducted on completion of 
examinations in November. 

The Club is looking forward to continuing 
its success into 1985 and invite all divers to join 
the Club's activities. 

RUGBY 1984 

Once again thi s year RANC entered a team 
in the Far South Coast Rugby Zone. We had 
initial problems finding enough players despite 
the fact that for the first time ever, Ship's 
Company were allowed to play in the College 
team. 

Generally speaking we had an inconsistent 
season with some excellent performances, 
along with a number of poorer ones. We all 
too often beat a top team one week and 
followed up with a loss to one of the weaker 
sides. The following were some of our better 
performances: 

vs Bega 16-4 
vs Moruya 16-3 
vs Cobargo 12-12 (Eventual Grand Finalists) 
vs Moruy~ 28-3 
vs Bodalla 15-4 

This, along with two wins from forfeits almost 
saw us through to the semi-finals, in fact it was 
considered a certainty until Batemans Bay 
pulled off the impossible by beating the 
competition leaders Cobargo which sealed our 
fate. 



RANC DIVING TEAM 
L ( 0 R: I. Fall s, M . Collins, A . Gudgin, LCDR B. Snushall , G. Murphy, S. Harper, P. Gilchrist, CPO P. Prince, LCDR 
A. Donovan. 

In the annual inter-college games RANC · 
defeated RAAFA 25-9 and RMC defeated 
RANC 32-13. The latter being probably our 
biggest disappointment of the year-still there 
is always next year to take the 'wind' out of 
RMCs sails. 

We had some outstanding individual perfor
mances throughout the season. We would like 
to thank CPO Bill Stokes and CPO Dick 
Roots for their experience and skills which on 
many occasions proved invaluable. Also 
thanks to John Shevlin who travelled from 
Canberra each weekend and who ably filled 
Tony Aldred's shoes when he left for England 
early in the season, as well as Soapy Bath and 
the other players from Albatross. This year's 
winner of the Burnett Memorial Prize for the 
best exponent of the art of Rugby again goes 
to Midshipman Mark Todd for the second year 
running-he captained the side and on more 
occasions than can be remembered delighted 
most (except the opposition) with his skills. He 
was the highest try scorer with one try almost 
every game and on several occasions two. 
Some other stalwarts of the side were Bob 
'Bandages' Plath, Wax Waldie, Jay Bannister 
and Richard Blight. My thanks to all the other 
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players, particularly those who didn't get as 
many games as they would have liked, who 
religiously turned up at both training and 
weekend games to give the side a bit of depth. 

So to next season-with a good GL intake 
and increased participation by Creswelfs 
Ship's Company, I'm sure we will come up 
with a very good side. 

SWIMMING AND WATER POW 1984 

The RANC swimming team performed credit
ably at the annual Inter-Service College 
Swimming Carnival (lSCSC) held at the Bruce 
Sporting Complex Canberra. Although the 
College finished fourth behind RMC, ECS, 
and RAAFA, the performance by the RANC 
team was first class and if not for one 
disqualification would have finished in front 
of RAAFA and possibly ECS as well. Still it 
is all history now and we look forward to next 
year's carnival. Medal winners for RANC 
were: 

S. Moles Bronze-lOO m Free
style B 
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RANC RUGBY TEAM 
Back Row (L to R): M. Houslon, M . Moncrieff, P. Mulcahy, D. Campbell, S. Hamilton, D. Singleton. 
Middle Row (L to R): P. Gilchrist, R. Humphries, A. Raeside, R. Plath, P. Scott, B. Brace, S. Mayer, R. Blight, D. Waldie. 
Front Row (L to R): J. Hielscher, D. Small, J. Bannister, A. Mroz, M. Todd, L'EUT G. Mapson, RAN, 1. Hunter, J. Millet, N. Smith, D. Letts. 
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RANC SWIMMING AND WAT ER POW TEAMS 
Back Row (L 10 R): M. Addison, J. McGannon, D. Jarvis, N. Turvey, R. Plath, P. Leavy, G. Gogan, P. Gilchrist. 
Fronl Row (L 10 R): M. Todd, G. Hargreave, LEUT G. Mapson, RAN , R. Blight, M. Brown. 



I. Falls 

N. Turvey 

J. Hunter 

A. Raeside 

N. Turvey 

R. Blight 

N. Turvey 

R. Blight 

M. Lowry, N. Turvey 
I. Falls, A. Raeside 
M. Todd, M. Addison 
M. Porter, G. Davies 
R. Blight, S. Moles 
R. Walker, M. Steel 
A . Raeside 

Silver-200 m Free
style A 
Bronze-lOO m 
Breaststroke A 
Bronze-50 m Back
stroke B 
Bronze-50 m Free
style B 
Bronze-lOO m Free
style A 
Gold-50 m Butter
fly B 
Bronze-200 m 
Medley 
Bronze-200 m Free
style B 
Bronze-4 x 50 
Medley 
Bronze-4 x 50 Free
style Relay B 
Bronze-4 x 50 Free
style Relay A 
Bronze-lOO m Free-
style Invitation 

As part of the ISCSC a water-polo round 
robin was conducted. In this event RANC did 
well despite an unfortunate draw which 
allowed for minimal recovery time between 
games. In this event the College finished 
second behind RMC which was an excellent 
performance in a very keenly contested 
competition. Some outstanding goals from Ian 
Falls and Mick Turvey kept us right on the 
heels of RMC however we were unable to 
overtake them in the overall points score. 

Considering the small number of swimmers 
this year the performance in both the 
swimming carnival and water-polo 
competition was indeed creditable with most 
swimmers sw"i mming the full quota of races 
allowable. Next year's carnival will be hosted 

" by RAAFA Point Cook and will be the final 
year of the ISCSC competition. 

1ST XI CRICKET 83/ 84 

The 1983-84 cricket season produced several 
new cricket prodigies for the RANC side and 
several of the older stars showed that they had 
gained valuab le experience since first 
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appearing for the College Xl. Newcomer, 
Mark Macintyre, scored an excellent half 
century in his first game for the College and 
the old salt, Mark Harling, captained the 
RANC side to a double-header victory over 
RMC Duntroon and Navy Office. Others who 
did consistently well during the season 
included past greats like Mick Uzzel and Jason 
Millet, who were ably supported by Mick 
Rossendell, Bob Plath, Mark Todd and Bungy 
Williams. Finally there was the young man 
who consistently and rather dubiously turned 
down the oppositions cries of 'Hows that'; he 
however shall remain nameless. 

The Midshipmen in the team were given the 
advantage during the season of playing with 
three experienced staff cricketers, namely 
Commander Blue, Lieutenant Commander 
Mort and the explosive coach, Lieutenant 
Spruce. It must be noted however that 
Commander Blue's unbeaten fifty against 
Navy Office was a particularly noteworthy 
effort. The Ship's Company, the Midshipmen 
were deserted and the 'three musketeers' took 
sides with the opposition. 

There were many highlights to the season, 
but none greater than the weekend when the 
College team packed their bags and headed for 
Canberra. A double header of cricket was 
played for the weekend. On Saturday the 
College was to play service rivals RMC 
Duntroon and on Sunday the 'senior 
professionals' from Navy Office. A star
studded College team left both opposition 
teams wondering what had hit them and 
needless to say had a merry trip back to Jervis 
Bay. 

In the awards for best performances during 
the season, Jason Millett made it a hat trick 
of wins as the best bowler (Junior House 
Trophy) while Andrew 'Bungy' Williams 
showed much consistency to take both best 
batsman and best all-rounder trophies 
(Morgan Trophy and Farncomb Cup). 

The College Cricket Team looks forward 
once again to another good season under the 
able captaincy of Bob Plath and the capable 
direction of coach Lieutenant Commander 
Mort. 



KOKODA TRAIL 1984 

Descending from Kagi Gap towards Kagi village. 

In July 1984, the Royal Australian Naval 
College at HMAS Creswell sent an expedition 
party to Papua New Guinea in order that they 
might try their endurance and resolution 
against the notorious Kokoda Trail. This year's 
pu h along the trail was the third mounted by 
the College in four years, and was a 
manifestation of the College's continuing 
emphasis on expedition training to develop 
leader hip, comradeship and both physical 
and mental toughness in the Midshipmen 
under training. 

On the evening of 9 July, the 14 members 
of the party assembled at RAAF Base 
Richmond , together as a complete group for 
the first time. The next day would have us 
flying north to the start of our great 
endeavour-everyone was hoping that their 
preparation had been sufficient, and that an 
injury on the trail would not require an air 
evacuation and thus rob them of the right to 
say '1 walked the Trail'. 
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The composition of the party was four staff, 
nine Midshipmen and one Able Seaman. 
Unfortunately, although all but one could 
claim direct connection with HMAS Creswell, 
study and postings had kept the party apart 
until the last moment. The OIC was lieuten
ant Commander Neil Mort, RN, an electrical 
engineering instructor officer currently on 
exchange from the Royal Navy. 21C was 
Lieutenant Glenn Bridgart, an instructor at 
the College. Mr Charlie Clark, a civilian 
lecturer in computing from Canberra College 
of Advanced Education on loan to RANC, 
was the third staff member from the College. 
The fourth staff member, and the only one to 
have no direct connection with RANC was the 
medical officer for the expedition, Surgeon
lieutenant Peter Newbury from HMAS 
Penguin. Of the Mid hipmen, only Rodney 
McManus was attached to HMAS CresH'ell. 
Midshipmen fytichael Maley, Om'id ~1athers. 
Mark Mclntyre, Paul ~Iulcahy, Sean Rogers 



and Michael Wheeler are all attached to 
HMAS Watson whilst continuing their studies 
at the University of New South Wales, and 
Midshipmen Scott Cunningham and James 
Sidley had just completed their training cruise 
on HMAS Jervis Bay. Able Seaman Cli ff 
Meyer from HMAS Lonsdale is studying at 
RMIT under a scheme supervised by RANC. 
Separated as we were, all members of the party 
participated in training exercises either alone 
or in small groups. This training, continuing 
for five to six weeks, was capped off by all 
party members passing the compulsory RAN 
'physical examination prior to strenuous 
activity' before departure. 

The first day's flight, by RAAF Hercules 
C130 Transport, landed the party at RAAF 
Townsville where we stayed overnight before 
flying on to Port Moresby the next day by an 
RAAF Caribou of 35 Squadron-this flight 
landing at both Coen and Horn Island for fuel 
and taking seven and a quarter hours flying 
time. 

At Port Moresby, we were met by our hosts, 
1st Pacific Islands Regiment of the PNG 
Defence Force, and taken to their 'home' at 
Tarama Barracks on the outskirts of the city. 
Here we met 'Ronnie' and 'Bob' two members 
of the PNGDF who were to be our guides over 
the following seven days. Their knowledge of 
the bush, coupled with their ability to 
communicate with the natives in villages along 
the way, rendered them invaluable. Ronnie had 
walked the trail four times previously, and 
prevented the group wasting hours searching 
for the correct path in places where it 'loses 
itself' in eight feet high Kunai grass. A real 
bond of friendship was to be forged between 
our two guides and ourselves. 

The next morning before the customary 
afternoon cloud made flying conditions 
difficult, we took off from Jacksons Airfield, 
Port Moresby, on the same RAAF Caribou for 
a 45 minute flight to Kokoda, the northern end 
of the trail. We were able to follow the general 
direction of the trail over its southern section, 
but descending cloud forced our pilot, Wing 
Commander White, to climb to 12 000 feet 
above the cloud in order to safely make the 
crossing of the main range. A fortunate break 
in the clouds revealed Kokoda airstrip far 
below, and the Caribou banked steeply as it 
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circled in the clear space, rapidly losing 11 000 
feet in altitude. Without the break in the 
clouds and the view of the airstrip, we would 
have returned to Port Moresby to try again the 
next day for less cloudy conditions. 

On arrival at Kokoda, where we were greeted 
by about 60 villagers who watched whilst we 
unloaded our gear and the Caribou departed, 
we first went to the memorials built to the 
Australian and Japanese soldiers who fought 
and died in the battles along the trail in 1942, 
and also the 'fuzzy-wuzzy angels' who 
provided such great assistance in carrying both 
supplies to the front and wounded troops to 
the rear. We then went to the Kokoda 
Memorial Museum, where relics of the conflict 
lie on trestles amid piles of unfired 
ammunition and live, rusting grenades. A local 
kindly offered us a ride in his truck along the 
four kilometres of 'road' to the village of 
Kovello, where the walking begins in earnest. 
A short three-quarter hour walk along a 
reasonably level path took us to our first 
overnight camp site. In the hot, sunny 
conditions and high humidity, even gentle 
exercise produced a flood of perspiration. Our 
packs, averaging around 15 kilograms, added 
to the rate at which our shirts became 
saturated. 

Starting the next morning at 0730, we soon 
experienced the tiring combination of heat, 
high humidity and steep climbs on a muddy 
track which would be our lot for the next seven 
days. The first day took us to the abandoned 
vjllage of Isurava, where the Australians held 
the Japanese for five days in August 1942, and 
on to Alola where we bought fruit, corn and 
sweet potato from the villagers to supplement 
our Army rations before stopping for the 
night. We had climbed 3200 feet during the 
day, and, crossing through the deep and swiftly 
flowing Iora Creek the next morning, 
continued the long climb of 3500 feet towards 
Templetons Crossing. We camped there that 
night in the rain, on a too small clearing 
hacked out of the jungle, and were thankful 
for our sleeping bags in the cold night air at 
6070 feet. The highest point of the trail at 7185 
feet, the pass through the range under the 
shadow of Mount Bellemy, was reached in the 
cloud and mist before lunch the next day. 
Shortly after, the wet jungle conditions were 



left behind and the sky could again be seen 
in patches of more open country. A one and 
three-quarter hour side trip took most of the 
party to view the beauty of Lake Myola 
number 2, a flat open expanse of around 10 
square kilometres surrounded by high, forested 
ranges and which was used as an air drop site 
and supply dump by the Australians during 
both their retreat and later advance 
movements. 

We gratefully made our way down the long 
hill and over the two ridges leading to Kagi, 
the largest village on the trail and where we 
planned to have a half day rest. Here, also, we 
were to pick up our air delivered rations for 
the second hal f of the trail. You can imagine 
our reaction on being told that the Islander 
aircraft belonging to the civil airline contracted 
to deliver our rations had crashed and 
subsequently burnt on landing at Kagi. 
Although all freight was lost, the pilot and 
nine passengers escaped with only one serious 
injury. Notified through the airline 
representative who arrived at the scene by 
helicopter, our hosts at 1st Pacific Islands 

The group at the end of the trail. 
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Regiment showed their efficiency and quickly 
provided replacement rations which were 
delivered by helicopter early next morning. 
Resupplied and rested, we set off in the 
afternoon for the 'short' walk to Efogi-only 
about four kilometres, but 1700 feet down, 
1540 up, 660 down and 240 feet up again. 
From Kagi to the end at Ower's Corner, the 
trail continued to live up to its reputation for 
steep climbs in trying conditions. First Brigade 
Hill out of Efogi to Menari over the steeply 
sided saddle to Nauro, then Maguli Range to 
Ofi Creek and Ua Ula Creek for our last night 
in the bush, and finally the climb away from 
the abandoned site of Ioribaiwa up the famous 
Imita Ridge where the Japanese suffered their 
first major land defeat in the Pacific War. 
Down the wooden 'Golden Stairs' constructed 
by Army engineers during the conflict and 
now rotted beyond recognition, we crossed the 
swiftly flowing Goldie River, 25 metres across 
and thigh deep, and made the final 880 feet 
climb in hot sun to Ower's Corner. 

We were all extremely thankful to have 
finished the trail with no drop-outs, and no 



injury more serious than a few sore knees and 
universally tired feet. Overall, we had walked 
about 100 kilometres and climbed (and 
descended) through nearly 20 000 feet. We 
stood for la minute's silence in tribute to the 
Australians who died there in halting the 
Japanese in their advance towards our country, 
and to the endurance and sacrifices of all who 
had fought in that exacting campaign. 

Our return is now best quickly told. Trans
ported by Army bus the 40 or so kilometres 
to Port Moresby, we arrived in time for the 
annual Remembrance Day activities and were 
again astonished by the generosity and 
friendship shown us by our hosts. After a 
quick shopping trip the next morning, we were 
their guests at a barbecue and presentation 
ceremony where our leaders met the Chief of 
the PNG Defence Force Staff. 

The following morning we paid a visit to the 
immaculately kept Bomana War Cemetery, 
where over 3300 Australians rest forever. 
Another 35 Squadron RAAF Caribou took us 
back to Townsville (direct this time), where we 
spent three days 'at leisure' whilst waiting for 
the regular weekly Northern Service run back 
to RAAF Richmond. We arrived there around 
dusk on 25 July, having been away for 16 days. 
Although we parted there each to return to his 
own ship or establishment, all members of the 
group retained a wonderful feeling of 
comradeship, an appreciation of the 
conditions along the completed but not beaten 
Kokoda Trail, and a memory of the wonderful 
friendliness of the Papua New Guinean 
people. 

CRESWELL CUP-1959 
(The Creswell Cup was introduced in 1958 
when the College returned to Jervis Bay. The 
Curry Cup, well known in Flinders Naval 
Depot, was sadly missed by cadets and 
spectators alike and to take its place the 
Creswell Cup was born. It is a team event and 
contains all the usual features of such events, 
e.g. rope climbing, obstacle race, sprints, 
pulling, sailing a whaler around a marker, 
cycling, playing a hole of golf (introduced in 
1958 and deleted in 1959), a long distance run, 
wheelbarrow race and so on. The baton is 
handed on from participant to participant. 
The result is chaotic but lots of fun.) 
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The annual competition for the Creswell 
Cup took place on 27th, 28th and 30th April, 
over basically the same course as that of last 
year. The cadet divisions of Cook and PhilIip 
proved that all-round strength pays off better 
than a small number of outstanding 
competitors. 

On the 27th the first heat took place 
between the Wardroom, ship's company and 
Chief's POs. Ship's company finished first, 
defeating Wardroom by the width of the 
Quarterdeck with Chief's POs just not being 
able to hold out for long enough and finishing 
third. 

The next day came the keenly awaited 
conflict between the Cadet Divisions. It was 
expected to be virtually a contest between 
Cook and Phillip and this proved to be the 
case with Phillip defeating Cook comfortably 
with Flinders and Jervis trailing along in the 
rear in that order. 

Amid great excitement on the Quarterdeck, 
the final got away to a fine start, with CPO 
Fox giving a running commentary from the 
Clock Tower. Cook Division-kd ' out well in 
front at the beginning of the cros -country but 
Pate, running splendidly for Phillip, soon 
closed the gap and the finish was very close, 
with Cook just taking the honours. The 
Wardroom managed to hold off the tiring 
ship's company team to gain third place, thus 
leaving Cook Division holders of the Creswell 
Cup for 1959. 



25 YEARS ON, A MESSAGE FROM FIRST NAVAL MEMBER AND CHIEF OF 
NAVAL STAFF FOR 1959 EDITION OF THE RANC MAGAZINE 

As first Naval Member and Chief of the Naval 
Staff I am delighted to have this opportunity 
of speaking to you through your College 
magazine. 

You, and particularly those of you who 
graduate this year, are starting your naval 
careers at a most interesting time. 

The tremendous advances in science and 
technology which have taken place since 
World War 11, and which are still taking place, 
have inevitably had a great impact on the 
world's navies, and the RAN is taking its share 
of this impact. 

The advent of atomic weapons, guided 
missiles and nuclear propulsion has had a 
profound effect not only on the design of ships 
and equipment but also upon naval strategic 
thinking and tactical doctrines. This effect is 
likely to be felt even more strongly in the next 
decade or so, the years of your future. 

To meet the challenge that these years will 
bring will be no easy task. It is up to you to 
do all you can, here at the RANC and in your 
service to c...o..me, to fit yourselves to meet it. 

You may often hear it said that navies are 
finished-out of date. People who talk like 
this must themselves be out of date for they 
must be thinking in terms of the battleships 
and battle fleets of the past. They forget or 
do not know, that over 90 per cent of the 
world's overseas trade is still carried by sea, 
and that the Russions have more than 500 
submarines-the Germans had 57 at the 
beginning of World War 11. Add to these 
considerations the deadly potential and 
relative vulnerability of the missile carrying 
nuclear submarine and you will realise that 
navies still have their very important part to 
play in world affairs. 

It would be in vain however, for the Navy, or 
any other Service, to claim that it holds pride 
of place. Each Service has its part to play but 
each must co-operate with the other two if a 
nation is to achieve its maximum military 
effort. By all means take pride in your own 
Service but also take every chance you can to 
foster this co-operation by your own friend
ship with cadets of other Service colleges. 
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I want to leave a final thought with you 
which the Naval War Manual puts very clearly. 
'In spite of all the advances of science and 
technology wars are still, and always will be, 
won by men and women who create and wield 
the weapons: Remember, the man is still the 
most important single factor in war. 

Vice-Admiral H. M. Burrell CB CBE 
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